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THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths)
took the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
AMENDMENT BILL

Assent
Message from the Governor received and

read notifying assent to the Bill.

EDUCATION ACT REGULATIONS
Disallowance: Motion

HON. 1. G. PRArTT
[4.36 p.m.]: I move-

That the
Regulations
Government
Tabled in
August 20
disallowed.

(Lower West)

Education Act Amendment
(No. 5) 1985 published in the
Gazette on May 24 1985 and
the Legislative Council on
1985 be, and are hereby,

I have delivered to all members of the Legislat-
ive Council a very brief letter in which I set out
the basic principle for my reason for this mo-
tion. I asked for the support of members across
party lines. The letter reads as follows-

As you know I have moved in the Legis-
lative Council to disallow Education Act
Amendment Regulations (No. 5) 1985. 1
will expand on my reasons for moving this
when I speak in the House. However, I
would like to make the point in my letter
to you that my main reason is the fact that
if allowed to stand, this regulation will 1 dis-
criminate not only against male teachers
seeking promotion, but also against their
wives and families who, in many cases,
have travelled all over the State without
the security of a permanent home, and
with their children's education disrupted
by having to attend many different' schools
and having to adjust to many different
cornmu nit ies.

If, as it is claimed, there has been dis-
crimination against women in promotion
in the past, and I would question whether
this has really been so since 1969, it cannot
be corrected by penalising those teachers
and their families who have given such
loyal service to the education system, I re-
peat if there has been a wrong, two wrongs
definitely don't make a right, and I see

these teachers and their families being very
severely wronged if we do not take this
course of action available to us in the
Legislative Council.

I seek your support for my motion of
disallowance.

There appears to be some confusion in the
minds of people as to what this regulation
really does. Basically, it plucks a group of fe-
male teachers out of the system and gives them
accelerated promotion over other female and
male teachers.

The system in the primary school service of
the Education Department is such that once a
person has acquired the necessary qualifi-
cations he Or she can apply for a position on the
promotion list. Very often many people will
occupy the same position on the promotion
list. The class 3 promotion list is the lowest
level of promotion in the Education Depart-
ment and there are in the order of:: 500 people
on that list waiting to be appointed as principal
to that class of school.

In actual fact there are 1 673
list and in many cases there
tenancies at the levels.

lcvels on that
are multiple

Once on the promotion list for a class 3
school one is in line to be promoted as
principal of that type of school. Having
achieved that position the next step is to apply
for a position on the promotion list for the next
class of school, which is a class 2 school. The
next step is to apply to obtain a position on the
promotion list for a class I school and the final
step is to apply for a position on the promotion
list for a class I A school, which is the top level
in the primary school service.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Don't you believe in pro-
motion by merit?

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: The position of deputy
principal class I A is equivalent to that of a
class 3 principal. Thus if we give to female
deputy heads of class I and class IA schools a
special promotion line under what is termed
"affirmative action", we are promoting them
above somebody who may have the experience
of a class 3 Principal. In fact, if the female
teacher is the deputy head of a class I school
she has less rank than a class 3 head, yet we
would promote her to a class I principal's
position. Such teachers will be able to jump
right over everyone who is on the class 2 pro-
motion list.
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I refer to all those teachers in country areas.
Peter Dowding, Tom Stephens, Mark Nevill,
Jim Brown, Philip Lockycr, Colin Bell, Vic
Ferry, Neil Oliver, Norman Moore, Gordon
Masters, Margaret McAleer, Tom Knight,
David Wordsworth and myself and two
National Party members and our other country
member should be very deeply concerned
about this because the bulk of the principals
concerned are teaching in the areas they rep-
resent. In the main they are class 3 principals
who are on the class 2 promotion list. They will
have to be transferred from school to school all
over the country to get the experience to move
through that class 2 promotion list from the
time that they become a principal of a class 2
school. They then have to go through all that
again before they get to be the principal of a
class I school. They have to take their families
with them and leave their home in the city, if
they have one, and rent it out. When they come
back in perhaps 15 or 20 years they come back
to an old house that has been rented out. In
many instances it has not been properly cared
for over the years.

The incentive to take up country positions
has been that of promotion. l am not criticising
the women who have applied for special pro-
motion; that avenue has been made available
to them by the Government and they would be
fools if they did not follow it, if one looks at the
matter pragmatically. However, those women
may have spent all their lives in the metropoli-
tan area or in large country towns. They may be
married to successful or to not so successful
business people. They may be Married to
labourers. Nevertheless, they have two incomes
coming in; they have a stable home; and they
have stable schooling for their children. Over
the years they have built up the seniority
needed to become a deputy principal. Some of
them may have done some country service
when they were young teachers, but they have
not had to uproot their families and drag them
all over the country to get that promotion.

Implementation of the affirmative action
principle will act as a severe disincentive to
talented young teachers to go out into the
country and take up positions in class 3 schools
in the electorates of the members I have
mentioned. In my long association with the
teaching profession I have never seen teachers
in general in the primary service so dispirited.
The initiative has been knocked out of them
and relatively young and talented teachers of
the class I level-men in their late 40s who
have much to offer-are saying, "If this is how

we are being treated, we will get out of it as
soon as we can." The topic of early retirement
is rife. At a recent sports meeting I spoke to a
group of headmasters in this category. One of
them was an older teacher. He was the only one
who had not decided to opt for early retire-
ment. Thus with this regulation We are wiping
out with one fell swoop the cream of our teach-
ing profession.

I will quote from several newspaper cuttings,
the first of which refers to the attitude of
teachers' wives. Perhaps our lady members
might listen with particular care to this topic.
The Sunday Times of 14 April printed an
article headed, "Principals' wives incensed". It
reads-

THE wives of 30 country principals
have signed a letter protesting at the new
promotional system for primary school
principals.

The women, who represent south-west
country centres, believe the new system
will give female principals an unfair ad-
vantage over their male counterparts.

The article then goes through the system of
Promotion which I have explained. It explains
the promotion list and the method of pro-
motion after postings to country areas.

A letter in The West Australian headed,
"Teachers' Families Suffer in Country
Postings" was written by Vivienne Mort of
Hotham Avenue, Boddington. It reads-

I FEEL strongly about the planned dis-
crimination by the Education Department
against male principals and deputies who
are presently doing their country "stint" in
their quest for further promotion.

Country duty can cause problems for
principals and these are shared by their
families. For example, friendships are dif-
ficult to establish for teachers' children
and if eventually successful cause extra
heartache when inevitably severed.

The fact that they have been prepared to
risk their families in order to gain recog-
nition is now working doubly to their det-
riment. They are stuck in their small
schools with the chance of promotion
more remote than ever.

Are they to be left to curl up from frus-
tration and their wives never to have their
own home or a settled place to raise their
children?
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Every teacher who wishes to be
promoted should be obliged to share
country duty. If unwilling to do so to gain
the necessary experience, then their right
to promotion should be limited.

If the object of the change is to be more
considerate to women, shouldn't I be given
the same rights?

For years women like myself have made
a real contribution to rural education in
the support we have given our husbands.

Rarely is this recognised and I've no
complaints about this but the latest slap in
the face is one I'll not accept.

Another letter written by Mrs Julie Rowe from
Moora was published in The West Australian
and is headed, "Teacher's Wife: Eight towns,
10 Houses". It reads-

I AM a school principal's wife whose
responsibilities have caused me to leave
my family and town and follow my hus-
band through eight country centres and
live in 10 different houses.

My surprise is unbounded to Find that
now Mr Pearce, as Minister for Education,
has repaid these sacrifices by allowing a
selected group to suddenly jump a
promotional rung over my husband.

I am proud my family has remained
strongly knit while some have nearly or
already broken under the strain of these
conditions. But now, as my children ap-
proach tertiary level, I find that nearly
overnight our plans have disintegrated.

Not only can the selected group of depu-
ty females block upward avenues of pro-
motion, they can also then transfer
triumphantly back to desirable locations,
thereby blocking our chances of moving
near to our children as they complete their
education.

As a female and a mother I find it im-
possible to justify the Minister's action in
my mind or to my children.

The discrimination against the families of male
teachers will also be borne by female teachers
who have worked in the system and who have
followed the normal procedures to gain pro-
motion.

There are such teachers. Since 1969 it has
been possible for women to get on the pro-
motion list for these positions. If one looks
back to before 1969 one can say women were
discriminated against. But for heaven's sake,

that is 16 years ago, and that is a long time in
the promotional system in the Education De-
partment with its turnover and with the growth
of new schools. It is hard to say that women
now in the service have been severely affected
by that.

However, in the middle or late 1970s there
was a little difficulty. It was difficult for women
to get to class I and class IA promotion.
Women who have waited and have eventually
reached that class of promotion are now being
bypassed by deputy principals of the same level
school.- So while we find a woman on the class I
promotion list waiting to get her class I school,
having gone through all the procedures necess-
ary to get there, she is now being jumped over
by a deputy principal.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you against pro-
motion on merit?

Hon. 1I 0 . PRATT: I do not know the Minis-
ter's purpose in that interjection. It has nothing
to do with what I am saying now. It will have
plenty to do with what I shall say later.

Hon. Peter Dowding: You will get to that
point?

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: I most certainly will,
because I am not talking about promotion by
merit, at the present time. I am talking about a
form of discrimination.

The point I was making was that it is possible
for a woman to be on the class I promotion list
and be bypassed by someone from a lower level
because of this singling out of a particular
category of women teachers for accelerated
promotion.

Other women have done the correct thing;
they have applied for schools; they have ap-
plied for promotions. In The West Australian
of a Saturday in March-the date has been cut
off this cutting-is an article headlined, "A
waste of I I years' work". It reads-

MISS JUDITH BEER has been teaching
for 20 years and is now the principal of a
designated class three primary school at
Watheroo.

She has been uprooted and transferred
to most sections of the State over the past
I I years since deciding she wanted to be-
come a school principal.

But the Education Department's de-
cision to implement so-called affirmative
action to promote female deputy-
principals could mean those years were
spent in vain.
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Miss Beer is angry at supporters of the
scheme, who claim that women have been
discriminated against in the past.

She believes that female teachers have
had as many opportunities to gain pro-
motion in the education system as men
have.

"if women have wanted to climb the
promotion ladder there has always been
the opportunity," Miss Beer said.

"It hasn't mattered if you are a man or a
woman, you apply to be put on a pro-
motion list."

Miss Beer decided in 1973 that she
wanted to become a school principal and
went to the Education Department to ask.

She was told that women were j .ust as
entitled to promotion as men, and her
name was placed on the promotions list.
She was warned that she would be
transferred to country postings, just as
men were.

Her first appointment as a principal was
at the class four primary school at
Quinninup. Since then she has travelled to
Bunbury, Mogumber, Kununurra, La
Grange and finally Watheroo.

She is now on the promotion list for a
class two primary school and is concerned
that the move in favour of female deputy
principals could affect her chances.

"in hindsight I could have stayed in the
city as a deputy principal for ten years and
now applied for a principal position in a
class two school," Miss Beer said.

What this really does is to block off particular
positions to teachers, male or female, who have
gone out and taught in the country on the
understanding that these were the rules. Now
they find the rules have been changed; but they
find the rules have not been changed for every-
body; they have been changed for one specific
group of teachers.

This has been presented as something that
women are in favour of, the so-called affirm-
ative action which, as!I have said before, is just
another name for discrimination. It is very
selective discrimination.

I have quoted one lady who went to the
Press, so I am free to discuss her position. The
principal I mentioned previously I feel I should
not mention by name publicly, but it is a genu-
ine case. If any member wants to have actual
examples he need only go to one of the schools
in his area and ask to talk to someone who has

been round the country, probably the deputy
head or the principal. I can give examples of
both men and women. The member should
then ask to speak to the teachers, because the
teachers, both women and men, are against it.

I have been in contact with all the schools in
my province, with a couple of exceptions which
I could not contact; my secretary has been try-
ing to contact them today. They are small
schools where it is difficult to have the tele-
phone answered. The reactions have been
unanimous from the schools and almost
unanimous from the staff.

I received a telephone call yesterday which
rather concerned me. I will use the name "Mr
X" because with the present atmosphere in the
Education Department it would be unwise to
quote the teacher's name, for obvious reasons.
My secretary said, "While you were out Mr X
from such and such a school rang." It is not a
school in my area, but I had known the teacher
for many years. Mr X said, "I believe Mr Pratt
is moving to oppose affirmative action regu-
lations." My secretary said, "Yes." He then
said, "Tell him my school is totally opposed.
There are 22 women on the staff of this
school."

When I returned my secretary gave me this
message. I thought it was strange as this was the
first school where this had happened. Everyone
else had been in favour of my action. I thought
I had better ring him to find if he could give me
some reasons for his attitude. I apologised for
not being there when he rang and said I was
surprised to hear his strong feeling in favour of
affirmative action in his school. I asked if there
was any particular reason that he would like to
discuss with me. He said, "There has been a
misunderstanding; we are not opposed to your
motion; we are opposed to the regulation."~
That lightened the day somewhat.

It is interesting to learn that at that school,
with all those many women, the teachers had
shown themselves to be against this affirmative
action. The women do not want it; it has been
forced down the throats of women who do not
want it.

IQu'estions taken.j
Hon. I. G. PRATT: I am reliably

informed-I cannot personally vouch for this
but I have been told by a couple of
sources-that Mr Louden, the Deputy Director
General of Education, said when addressing an
equal opportunity conference and talking about
addressing the position of women, that the
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women were letting down the team in that 405
letters had been received on this subject and
400 of them had not been supportive of the
department's affirmative action. He was say-
ing, in other Words, that the department had
gone out on a limb for these women but they
had not followed the department.

That reaffirms the position I mentioned be-
fore: Women do not want this affirmative ac-
tion-that is, none except for a very small
group.

Women teachers are being discriminated
against because they are being jumped across in
promotions. Male teachers are being
discriminated against because they are being
jumped across in promotions. The families of
male teachers are. being discriminated against
because they have spent all this time running
around the countryside only to find that a small
group of women do not have to bother to do
that sort of thing. The situation is bad and we
need to address it.

We need to consider the way in which this
action was brought about. I understand that the
working party which put this little proposition
together discussed it for some 12 months and
its efforts culminated in a three-day working
session last October at York. That, I under-
stand, is when the nuts and bolts of the pro-
gramme were finally put together.

It is interesting to note that the actual notifi-
cation of this scheme went out to the schools
on the last or the second last day of the school
year. Some schools did not even get the corre-
spondence that year. When the schools
resumed this year, on either the Tuesday or the
Wednesday of the first week teachers were told
that they had to apply for special promotions
within the next couple of weeks. In the past this
has taken place by the end of June. So it meant
that in that short time, teachers and their famil-
ies had to sit down and remap out their career
paths. They had to decide whether they were to
stay at that school while their children finished
that section of their education, or whether they
were to straightaway apply for a "special" and
try to get into a senior position before they
were beaten to it by one of this special group of
women. The position was particularly bad for
teachers who were then on long service leave,
because they were not in the schools when this
information came out. How were they to know
about it? It seems to be a very ill-conceived way
of doing business.

I understand that the teachers who will be
applying for special promotions have been told
that it was not engineered this way. However,
one cannot help being either very suspicious or
incredulous at the lack of organisational ability
within the Education Department if this just
happened this way. Someone should answer for
that.

We should look at the Minister's role in this
matter. I do not want to make a big issue of it
because I hope to persuade some members on
the Government side that they should support
my motion, particularly those with country
schools who have some of these now
discriminated against teachers running their
schools, and those who want to get good
teachers to go to their schools. The Minister's
position has been straight down the line with
the union on this matter, and I do not have a
lot to say for the union's role. I refer to a head-
line of 29 March which states, "Pearce rebuke
for yprincipals". He does not like the principals
standing up for themselves. The Minister said
they should make up their minds whether they
wanted to break away from the State School
Teachers Union. In other words, if they do not
agree with the union they should shut up.

I refer to another headline which says,
"Pearce is backing teachers". That sounds won-
derful; it sounds as though the Minister is sup-
porting his teachers. Then one reads the text
underneath which states-

THE WA State School Teachers' Union
has won the support of the Minister for
Education, Mr Pearce, in its row with pri-
mary school principals.

So he is not really backing the teachers, but the
union. The primary section is only one small
pant of the union, although it is large in num-
bers. I have mentioned the reaction I have had
from the schools I have been in contact with in
my electorate and others who have rung mne
about this motion to show their support.

It clearly demonstrates that the teachers in
the schools who are teaching our children and
children of people in our electorates do not
want this system. Mr Pearce is not supporting
those people. If anyone doubts that, he should
go to the schools and ask the teachers.

Hon. Carry Kelly interjected.
Hon. 1. G. PRATT: I am happy to go to

schools in Rockingham and discuss this matter
with the teachers because I have spoken to
some of them. Mr Pearce is not supporting
them, but the union.
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Hon. Garry Kelly: What is the union made
up of-men from the moon?

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: The Power base of the
union does not carry much representation of
primary school teachers. I am talking about
primary school teachers. When a headline says
that Mr Pearce is backing the teachers on a
primary school issue one would think the news-
paper was talking about primary school
teachers and not technical school teachers or
high school teachers.

Hon. Garry Kelly interjected,
Hon. 1.0G. PRATT: It is easy for Mr Kelly to

settle this. He should get in his car and go to
the Rockingham or Safety Bay schools and the
people there will tell him.

I make the point that the Minister is support-
ing a situation which is being forced on the
primary school teachers. It is okay for him to
say he is criticising headmasters and that they
should get into gear and that sort of nonsense.
Sure, the headmasters are affected first, but the
rest of the primary service can see the injustice
and it does not like it. It is not just the head-
masters and the teachers who oppose this; my
understanding is that all except two of the
superintendents are against this proposal. They
have been told to be quiet and do as they are
told.

I will not go into a great deal more detail as
regards the Minister although I have other cut-
tings here. I refer to one in the Western Mail of
6-7 April 1984 which carries the headline,
"Pearce alleges protest collusion". I would like
to thank Mr Pearce for this. The article
states-

EDUCATION Minister Bob Pearce be-
lieves the Primary Principals' Association
Protest over a new promotions scheme
may have been engineered by the Liberal
Party.

He said there was "a close connection"
between the way the issue was raised by
Opposition Education spokesman Jim
Clarko during question time in Parliament
and the statements the association was
making to the media.

It goes on to say the headmasters had employed
the same public relations adviser as the Liberal
Party. I guess that means if Norm Gallagher
and Hon. Gordon Masters were each to have a
glass of Emu Export Lager they would be col-
leagues. That is the conclusion one would draw
if one followed through the principle Mr Pearce
has tried to advance in that article. He suggests
they are in collusion because they went to the

same person for public relations advice. The
article goes on to say there is an admission by
Ross Pratt-who is no relation of mine, but is
an old friend and teaching colleague-that he
asked Liberal members of Parliament to ask
questions. Thai is something people from all
organisations do.

This matter has changed one of my ex-col-
leagues with whom I used to spend almost
every lunch hour arguing politics-a born and
bred Labor Party guy-into a strong supporter
of mine. He is going to hand out how-to-vote
cards for me at the next election and distribute
pamphlets. Until this row arose this guy was a
Labor voter. He has had enough of the Labor
Party now, and his is not the only case. In
many cases Mr Pearce is convening long-time
Labor voters to Liberal supporters.

I have spoken to the Primary Principals As-
sociation in the last week, and that is the only
contact I have had with the Principals Associ-
ation. I am moving this motion niot as an
official Liberal Party motion, although a simi-
lar motion is being moved by our spokesman in
another place, but because of representations
made to me by teachers and headmasters in my
electorate who have told me they want the
regulations disallowed. They have put argu-
ments to me which I have placed before the
Chamber today.

I could give many more examples relating to
individual teachers-where they have been and
what they have done, and the money they have
lost on their houses. One headmaster who has
travelled throughout the country is a case in
point. He and his brother bought houses about
two miles apart 20 years ago. He has detailed to
me the financial disability he has suffered by
travelling through the country while his brother
and his family have remained in their house.
He has told me about the value of the house
and the effect of the lack of care by tenants.
Both houses have been sold, and the head-
master to whom I refer has told me of the
difference ini price received. This is something
which is not usually appreciated. Teachers suf-
fer a severe disability in going to the country
and providing education for the children of
electors in our country electorates. Now they
are being bypassed by people who are able to sit
comfortably in large city schools and not do
any of those things. Is it any wonder they are
feeling so dispirited?

The reason I have agreed to support those
teachers in my province who have asked me to
move this motion is that the case they have put
to me-anid I hope I have been able to put it to
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the House-is one for which I cannot find
another answer than to disallow the regu-
lations. It is purely and simply a matter of jus-
tice. As I said in my letter to all members of
this House, if a wrong has been done it was
done a long time ago, and two wrongs do not
make a right. The teachers now on the pro-
motions list who are being bypassed as a result
of these regulations were not the ones who
wronged the women 16 or more years ago, if
indeed they were Wronged.

I would like to quote from the Daily News of
26 April which says that male deputy principals
have stepped into the row.

Many of these people are also being
discriminated against. They do not get this
accelerated promotion. One of them in the
article asked, "Why should people like us who
are innocent be disadvantaged?"

Many more arguments have been i~ut to me;,
arguments which I will not go into. The Minis-
ter must be outside on parliamentary business.
He interjected and asked me whether I was in
favour of promotion on ability. Of course l am;
everybody is. However, to put that interjection
into my speech suggests that any teacher who
has done everything to gain promotion is lack-
ing in ability. I completely refute that. Many of
those teachers have worked in country areas
and have subjected their families to many dis-
advantages. They are good teachers. They are
the sorts of teachers who taught you, Mr Presi-
dent, me, Hon. Norman Moore, and Hon. Jim
Brown. They take their profession seriously. If
teachers lack ability, that becomes obvious
right from the start. To suggest that people on
promotion lists are being bypassed because
they do not have ability is an insult to the
teaching profession.

I sincerely ask all members of the House to
support the motion so that some sense of jus-
tice may be reintroduced to the system.

A friend of mine rang the union to ask what
he should do to get some sort of justice. The
spokesperson for the union told him that he
had better try to get a sex-change operation. I
do not think that is the answer. I think the
answer is to disallow the regulation.

HON. D. J. WORDSWORTH (South) [5.22
p.m.]: I second the motion. I believe the prin-
ciple behind the motion is such that the women
who wish to seek such promotion do not want
discrimination, indicated in the regulation, to
assist them in their efforts. They wish to win
Promotion through their own efforts.

It is my experience that many women dis-
agree comnpletely with affirmative action and
do not agree with the Government's
endeavouring to change the rules to help them.
Two women in my area have been successful by
their own efforts. One is Pauline Grewer in
Esperance and the other is Jo Lynch in Albany,
people at opposite ends of the political spec-
trum. Both achieved promotion, I understand,
without the assistance of this regulation and
without affirmative action.

I understand that while this regulation has
been designed to help those women who would
have found it difficult to go to country posts
because of their married status, it does not only
cater for that group. A single woman could still
benefit from promotion under this regulation
in spite of the fact that she has not been
hindered in her efforts to go to the country
because she was married. I hope that the Minis-
ter, in reply to the motion, will enlighten us in
relation to that matter.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Do you know Pauline
Grewer would not have been eligible except for
this regulation?

Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH: I understand
that she would have been. That is something I
would like the Minister to confirm or deny. I
understand that both women were promoted
through their own efforts.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. Fred
McKenzie.

GAS STANDARDS AMENDMENT BILL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on mo-
tion by Hon. Peter Dowding (Minister for Em-
ployment and Training), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON. PETER -DOWDING

Minister for Employment and
[5.25 p.m.]: I move:

(North-
Training)

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill proposes to amend the Gas Standards
Act 1972-79 to control the sale, hire or adver-
tising for sale or hire of any gas appliances
which have not been approved by a recognised
body and also Prohibit from sale or hire, gas
appliances which have previously been ap-
proved and which no longer meet present stan-
dards.

When the Gas Standards Act came into force
in 1972, the market for gas appliances was lim-
ited. The small number of gas appliance sup-
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pliers in Western Australia tended to supply
appliances which predominantly had been ap-
proved by the Australian Gas Association,
AGA, or in the case of liquefied petroleum gas,
LPG, by the Australian Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Association, ALPGA. These suppliers were
usually gas appliance specialists or were experi-
enced in the supply, installation and use of gas
appliances generally.

The majority of gas appliances sold in
Australia are approved by AGA or ALPGA,
which are merely associations of persons
representing all sectors of the industry and
neither is a statutoty body. As such they do not
have any statutory powers and therefore cannot
require that all gas appliances which are sold or
hired or advertised for sale or hire, have the
mark of approval of the relevant body.

Since 1972, the demand for gas, and hence
gas appliances, has grown considerably within
the State to the extent that domestic gas ap-
pliances are now available through many retail
outlets, including departmental stores.

Today the knowledge and awareness of the
required standards in the gas industry by many
of the sales personnel is no longer as good as
was previously the case. As a result the State
Energy Commission, and the gas industry have
become very concerned as to the safety of gas
appliance users in particular and the public in
general.

In order to ensure that the uninformed
potential gas customer may be protected from
purchasing or hiring any kind of gas appliance
which does not have a current approval rating
and which may or may not be safe, the Govern-
ment has accepted that amendments to the Gas
Standards Act should be introduced as a matter
of urgency.

In the interests of safety there is a need to
ensure that appliances sold or hired have pre-
viously been tested and approved by a respon-
sible body or authority. There is also a need to
prohibit from sale or hire, gas appliances which
have previously been approved and which no
longer meet present standards.

Installation of only those gas appliances
which have been approved by AGA, ALPGA,'
the commission, or individually by a gas in-
spector appointed by the SEC, is a requirement
of the Gas Standards Regulations which were
introduced in 1983. Indeed it is an offence
under those regulations to install a non-ap-
proved appliance, but of course the term
"install" does not include "sale" or "hire".

There is therefore no provision within the
existing legislation which prohibits or restricts
a person from selling or hiring or advertising
for sale or hire any gas appliance which has not
been approved by a recognised body. Conse-
quently, a person can purchase an unapproved
gas appliance only to find that legally it cannot
be installed.

The Gas Standards Regulations include pro-
visions relating to LPG appliances in fixed in-
stallations. The Minister for Fuel and Energy
has recently been made aware that various
LPG appliances for the leisure industry are
coming from different sources both within and
outside Australia which do not require to be
installed and which are entering the market
without a recognised mark of approval. Again,
there is a clear need to ensure that such gas
appliances are approved before they are sold or
hired.

I wish to make it quite clear that there is no
suggestion that the approval system applied by
the AGA or ALPGA is in any way inadequate
or inefficient, but as I have already stated,
neither the AGA nor ALPGA is a statutory
body, having statutory powers.

These matters have been discussed with the
different sectors of the gas industry and meet
with their support.

I now propose to deal with the Bill in three
pants.

First, honourable members will see that the
Bill prohibits the sale, hire, lease or the adver-
tising for sale, hire or lease of gas appliances
which have not been approved by the SEC.

Provision is made for all appliances which
have been so approved to be suitably marked,
stamped or labelled.

Second, the Bill details the procedure to be
followed by a person seeking approval for a gas
appliance.

However, in order not to duplicate testing
work which has already been undertaken by
AGA and ALPGA, provision is made in the
Bill for the automatic approval by the SEC of
gas appliances which have been approved by
AGA or ALPGA and which meet the com-
missioner's requirements.

H-onourable members will no doubt agree
that this is a most important factor in that it
will help to minimise the cost to the Western
Australian community of the testing and ap-
proval of appliances.
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Provision has also been included in the Bill
enabling the Governor to make regulations
prohibiting the fraudulent or improper use of
marks signifying the approval of the com-
mission.

The Bill provides also for the publication in
the Governmnent Gazette of a list of approved
gas appliances.

In the event that the commission is of the
opinion that a gas appliance or type or class of
gas appliance which has been approved or a
component used or designed to be used in con-
nection with a gas appliance or in connection
with a gas installation, is or is likely to become
unsafe or dangerous in use, the commission
may by order published in the Government Ga-
zette prohibit the sale, hire, or use of such gas
equipment or impose conditions and restric-
tions on such sale, hire, or use. A person failing
to comply with any such order commits an of-
fence.

Honourable members will be aware of the
problems which have arisen regarding ap-
proved gas water heaters which have been in-
stalled unflued or hlued ineffectively and which
since 1973, have been instrumental in 1 2
known fatalities in this State. Their further sale
should therefore be prohibited in line with the
provisions of the recently amended Gas Stan-
dards Regulations which prohibit their instal-
lation.

As the Government fully recognises the im-
portance of these matters, the Bill provides for
the imposition of a penalty of $2 000 or impris-
onment for six months or both on any person
convicted of breaching these new provisions.

Third, the opportunity has also been taken
by the Government to review the existing pro-
visions of the Gas Standards Act relating to the
penalties which may be imposed on gas under-
takers, appliance manufacturers, and gas
installers convicted of breaches of the Act.
Clearly the penalties imposed in 1972 are no
longer appropriate and should be amended to
correspond with those which can be imposed
under the new provisions.

This Bill therefore proposes to increase the
maximum penalties which may be imposed
throughout the Act so as to more properly re-
flect the serious nature of these offences.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. N. F.
Moore.

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD
BETTING AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Assembly without

amendment.

CONTRACEPTIVES AMENDMENT BILL
Referral to Standing Committee on Government

Agencies
Debate resumed from 25 September.
H-ON. FRED McKENZIE (North-East

Metropolitan) [5.35 p.m.]: I rise to support the
Bill and ask members to vote against the
amendment moved by Hon. V. J. Ferry. I did
read Hon. John Williams' contribution to the
debate and I have no doubt Mr Ferry was
influenced by the comments made by Mr
Williams in his decision to move the amend-
ment. However, the Government has given
consideration to this proposed move to extend
the opportunity Car people to purchase
condoms in areas other than currently
provided and in so doing it has taken note of
the concern by those people in the community
such as Hon. P. G. Pendal who are implacably
opposed to any expansion whatsoever. There is
some concern, particularly on the part of mem-
bers of the Standing Committee on Govern-
ment Agencies, that we are creating another
QANGO. Of course, that will happen from
time to time. There will be new bodies estab-
lished but those that are no longer necessary
will be phased out. That is the role of the
Standing Committee on Government Agencies.

The Government is seeking a halfway house
with this Bill, and that is not unusual. Compro-
mise has been the name of the game and I
expect that is what we have arrived at in this
decision to expand into other areas with the
sale of condoms. The reason for that expansion
is quite apparent to members opposite and it is
related to the recently established disease called
AIDS which is causing great concern in the
community.

With respect to condoms, it is well estab-
lished by health authorities that condoms are a
preventive measure in respect of the spread of
AIDS. If that is the case and the health of the
nation is uppermost in people's minds, then
why should people not be able to purchase
condoms at will and wherever possible? I have
had a letter from the Australian Family Plan-
ning Association which is very concerned about
any relaxation of the present restriction at all.

Hon. Robert Hetherington: Australian Fam-
ily Association.
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Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I know they are
quite distinctively different bodies and their
attitudes are quite opposite.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: One is chalk and one is
cheese.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: That is quite right.
Rather than saying condoms can go on sale in
shops anywhere the Government proposes to
set up a committee to examine each request
and I think it is quite a sensible move rather
than having a conflict develop.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): I would draw the member's at-
tention to the fact that we are not debating the
second reading but the words to be deleted.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I suppose that cuts
me short on what I intended to say but I never-
theless have been given enough licence during
the debate and [ thank you, Sir, for allowing me
to put my message across-that I am opposed
to the Bill going to the committee on Govern-
ment Agencies. I see no point in that. I can
understand the concern of those people who
are opposed to the setting up of another com-
mittee, but nevertheless the move is a halfway
mark. For that reason I am opposed to the Bill
going to the committee and think we should
proceed with the Bill as it is.

HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Leader of the House) [5.40 p.m.]: I ask
the members of the House to support the
amending Bill and to defeat the amendment
moved by Hon. Vic Ferry. I would be the first
to agree that this Bill is not the beginning and
the end of all that is concerned with AIDS in
this country, but it is a quick mechanism by
which we can at least join with the rest of
Australia in endeavouring to put in place a
system which might to some extent slow down
the spread of the disease. Ilam no expert in that
field and I do not suppose any other member in
this House is. Members will recall that in the
second, reading speech all the! reasons were
given for introducing the legislation into Par-
liament. I believe that the attempt to refer this
matter to a committee is nothing more than a
cop out.

Hon. G. E. Masters: It is not at all.
Hon. D. K. DANS: Without any shadow of

doubt this Bill is an attempt by the Govern-
ment to do something constructive towards
halting the spread of AIDS. If Mr Ferry were
fair dinkum he would have moved an amend-
ment stating that the Bill should be defeated
and the Contraceptives Act of 1939 should be

repealed. I offer that Suggestion to the member
now; that is, do away with the Contraceptives
Act of 1939 which would allow contraceptives
to be sold quite freely anywhere at all without
the assistance of the committee or anyone else.

Opposition members: Why did you not do
that?

Hon. D. K. DANS: We took the middle
course, trying to placate both sides of this ques-
tion. All that Mr Ferry is doing on behalf of the
Liberal Party is carrying on the foolish debate
that took place elsewhere. It is a cop out put
forward to delay action being taken.

The Government is not interested in a delay-
ing action but is interested in doing something
right now. Members who vote for Mr Ferry's
amendment will be preventing the Govern-
ment from taking action, nothing more or less.
There is nothing much to debate in this Bill;
either members want to do something that may
prevent the spread of this dreadful disease, or
on the other hand, they will support Mr Ferry
in delaying the action the Government is intent
on taking.

The Bill does not prevent members on the
opposite side of the House from coming for-
ward at some other stage with a private mem-
ber's Bill or from suggesting any other action
that might be taken by the Government. Mr
Ferry is engaging in a cop out and is seeking to
delay the introduction of this fairly light
measure.

Hon. V. J. Ferry: That is not true.
Hon. D. K. DANS: I am making this speech

and I say that the member is engaged in a cop
out on behalf of the Liberal Party.

Several members interjected.
Hon. D. K. DANS: That is how members

opposite will be judged-on the way they vote.
For the reasons I have outlined members who
want to do something for the health and secur-
ity of the community will vote for the Bill and
those who want to delay doing something for
the health and security of the community will
vote for Mr Ferry's amendment.

HON. I. G. PRATT (Lower West) [5.45
p.m.]: What an outburst from the Minister, the
Leader of the House. This has nothing to do
with the amendment.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Of course it has, it is a cop
out.

Hon. Peter Dowding interjected.
Hon. P. G. Pendal: I hope that Mansard got

that interjection, if not the recording will have
picked it up.
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Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.

Wordsworth): Order! The Minister will come to
order.

Hon. 1.0G. PRATT: The amount of delay that
could be caused by reviewing this Bill is
probably minimal; in fact, no longer than the
delay we might experience if the House were
adjourned for a day or two because Govern-
ment Ministers wanted to go chasing around
the electorate promoting their party for the
next election.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. 1. G. PRATT: There should not be any

need to delay passage of the Bill for a great
amount of time. The motion proposes to refer
the Bill to the committee to examine the
proposed QANGO. It must be confusing to
have QANGOs and condoms mixed up
together, but that is what the Bill is about. This
Government has made much of the fact that it
is doing away with QANGOs but in this Bill it
is building up the number.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You are making a political
issue out of a health matter.

Several members interjectecd.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Mem-

bers will kindly desist from inteujecting.
Hon. I. G. PRATT: The fact is that the

Government is setting up another QANGO
and, in keeping with the Government's policy
of restricting the number of QANGOs, there is
no reason why this House should not refer the
matter to a committee. I am not suggesting that
the committee should consider the details of
the Bill, such as where condoms should be
available, but it should consider the QANGO
being created by the Government. The com-
mittee would have no brief to go into the detail
of the actual body of the Bill; that is not what
the committee is about. It is a review com-
mittee to look into this extra agency the
Government is setting up.

Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon. 1. 0. PRATT: If the Government were

so anxious to get on with the health side of this
Bill, the matter could have been handled in
other ways rather than creating a further
Government agency. One would imagine that
the action of setting up this agency and the
activities of the agency while deciding who will
be licensed would in themselves delay the
availability of condoms on the market. It is
(56)

absolute humbug for the Leader of the House
to rant and rave in his tirade, as he did pre-
viously, saying that the Government is con-
cerned about the health of the community.

Hon. 0. K. Bans: Anyone who reads
Mansard will be able to read between the lines
and understand what the member is saying.

Hon. P. 0. Pendal: They would not even
bother to read yours.

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: The Minister interjected
during my speech and said that the Opposition
is trying to bring politics into a health matter.

Hon. 0. K. Dans: You are politicising a
health matter.

Hon. N. F. Moore: You are bound by your
party's decision and we are not.

Hon. Peter Dowding: We will see.
Hon. N. F. Moore: I have already supported

the Bill, you twit.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The

Leader of the House will come to order.
Hon. 1. 0. PRATT: It is my recollection of

the Minister's contribution a couple of mo-
ments ago that he started the tirade and
brought politics int this issue. Hon. Vic Ferry
simply moved to refer the Bill to a Standing
Committee of this House.

If it goes to that committee and the com-
mittee considers the QANGO being created by
the Government in this instance and then re-
ports back to the Parliament, that is not being
political; that committee is not being political.
The Minister's comments are an insult to the
committee. Its members do not act as members
of a political party but as members of this
House. He owes them an apology as he owes an
apology to members on this side of the House.

This move by Hon. Vie Ferry is a very worth-
while exercise because we should examine this
QANGO to ascertain whether it will be
constituted in an acceptable manner. I under-
stand that the Standing Committee has already
been considering the accountability of
QANGOs previously set up by this and pre-
vious Governments. It is reasonable, therefore,
that it should also look at this QANGO.

We are not trying to defeat the Bill, and I do
not know why the Minister went off his head
about this amendment. He should adopt a
rational approach and not rant and rave.

Several members interjected.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! The Leader of the Oppo-
sition and Ministers will not carry on a private
debate.

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: If we are to have a
QANGO we must see to it that it operates
properly.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Why not just repeal the
parent Act?

Hon. 1. G. PRATT: If the member believes
that should be done, he should introduce an
appropriate motion.

I support the amendment.

HON. P. HI. WELLS (North Metropolitan)
[5.52 p.m.]: I support the amendment moved
by Hon. Vie Ferry to have the Standing Com-
mittee on Government Agencies consider this
Bill, because what is proposed is not what the
Minister has said.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Rubbish.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: The statement was made

that by having this committee we will have the
same set-up as in Victoria. Victoria has not
used its committee for this purpose since 1974.
The responsible people go direct to the Minis-
ter and section 273 of the appropriate Health
Act is used, which reads as follows-

(3) The Governor in Council, on the
recommendation of the Commission, may,
by notice published in the Government
Gazette, approve, subject to sub-section
(4), a family planning clinic or other place
as a place at which there may be sold by
retail or offered or exposed for sale by re-
tail registered contraceptives included in
the class or classes of contraceptives speci-
fied in the notice.

I have spoken with the secretary of the
Victorian committee and I have obtained a
series of Government Gazettes with notices sup-
porting this notion. The Victorian committee is
not established under legislation; it is an ad hoc
committee which advises the Government. The
committee was set up within the Victorian
health commission. The committee deals
purely with the registration of contraceptives
and not with the shop to be allowed to sell
them. I have only today received a number of
extracts from the Victorian Government
Gazette concerning the Victorian Health Act
identifying the method of handling this matter.
It is totally incorrect and misleading for the
Minister to say that the method being adopted
in this Bill approaches the Victorian method.

Secondly, the proposition in this Hill is itself
a delaying one. The Standing Committee could
call people before it to obtain their views and
other required information and report back to
this House within seven days. That small delay
is desirable if we are to debate this matter while
knowing all the facts. My information is that
what the Government proposes may never
work. It is quite possible that if the Govern-
ment wants to set up an ad hoc committee, it
could start today because it would not need the
authority of Parliament.

The Minister's statement is erroneous and
the information I have is enough to convince
me that a pause at this stage to allow the Stand-
ing Committee to examine the Bill is the right
move so that we can take a responsible stance,
understanding the matter Properly and thus be
able to see that what is Proposed by the
Government is achievable. The Bill is so cum-
bersome that I believe it would defeat the
Government's purpose as outlined in the Min-
ister's second reading speech. The Government
has supplied misleading information and I
therefore believe it is necessary that we support
this amendment.

HON. P. G. PENDAL (South Central
Metropolitan) [5.57 p.m.]: I support the move
to refer this Bill to the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies.

A few moments ago we heard a nonsensical
comment from the Leader of the House draw-
ing our attention to the gravity of the public
health aspect of the situation. However, so im-
portant is this measure to the Government that
it has been on the Notice Paper in this House
since 19 September. For three weeks it has
been in the House-

Hon. D. K. Dans: Because you people
insisted we leave it there. How can you get up
and lie through your teeth?

Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: -without any request
from the Government for the matter to be
expedited.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You are outrageous.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: If the matter is as
important as the Government seems to think it
is, why did the Government not make the re-
quest that can be made in these urgent circum-
stances for the suspension of Standing Orders
so that a Bill of grave public concern can go
through in one sitting? Why not? Because
members opposite are hypocrites.
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Hon. D. K. Dans: You are the greatest hyp-
ocrite that ever sat in this Parliament of West-
ern Australia, in either Chamber. You are a
fraud.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! Order! Ministers shall not
shout across the Chamber.

Withdrawal ofRemark
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I ask the Minister to

withdraw the remark that I am a fraud.
Hon. D. K. DANS: I gladly withdraw the

words.
Hon. P.OG. Pendal: Sit down.
Hon. D. K. DANS: Don't tell me to sit down

or I'll bloody well knock you down!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! When I

am in charge of the House members will not
interject. The Leader of the House has with-
drawn the Words, and I do not expect the mem-
ber with the call then to heap abuse upon him. I
ask you to keep to the subject, which is. that the
words to be deleted be deleted.

Debate (on amendment) Resumed
Hon. Peter Dowding: Are you a slow reader?
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I will ignore the man

interjecting who also made similarly offensive
remarks for which I did not seek a withdrawal
because it was so typical of him. I will ask the
question again so that other Government mem-
bers can hear and so that the bullies on the
front bench may be able to explain to them
afterwards. Why is it with such a grave matter
of public health importance, about which we
have just been reminded by the Leader of the
House, that the Government has seen no need
to suspend Standing Orders so that this grave
matter could be dealt with and got on to the
Statute books and so become a law of the State?

Sitting suspended from 6. 00 to 7.30 p. m.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Before the tea suspen-

sion, I was attempting to make a couple of
points in respect of the move for-

Hon. P. H. Wells: You had a bit of trouble
being heard.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Indeed, I did. I do not
want to prolong the matter, but regrettably it
has been the case since the formation of the
Standing Committee on Government Agencies
that the Labor Party has resisted any attempt
by this House to carve out for itself the new
role in committee work that has been pion-
eered by that Standing Committee. That is not-
withstanding comments to the contrary made

by many Labor members of this and other
Houses of Parliament. Yet, on every occasion
that there has been an attempt to properly use
the processes of this House to expand the in-
volvement of private members in legislation,
those efforts have met with frustration on the
part of the Labor Party. I guess that the best
evidence for that is that in the three-or-so-year
life of the Standing Committee on Government
Agencies the Australian Labor Party members
in this House have, to my knowledge, never
referred a single item, not a single, solitary mat-
t-

Hon. Robert Hetherington interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: It was Liberal mem-
bers of this House who voted for the establish-
ment of that committee.

Hon. Mark Nevill: The whole 21 of you.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I might add for the
benefit of Mr Know-all who has just interjected
that those Liberal members of this House voted
for that at a time when their own Government
did not particularly want to see it. I might add
that that is a facility which, of course, is never
available to the Labor members of this House.
There is one thing they cannot do, and that is
open their mouths without getting their riding
instructions from the Caucus in the first place.
That is the truth of the matter. It shows the
duplicity that Labor Party members bring to
these very important matters.

Finally, I want to say that the Leader of the
House, in his usual ungenerous way, suggested
that it was an attempt to delay the passage of
this Bill.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I did not suggst-I told
you what it was. It was a cop-out.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The Leader of the
House should just listen.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Don't you tell me what to
do.

Several Government members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I have to repeat myself
in order to be understood by the man who leads
the Government in this House. He has a lot of
difficulty understanding very simple concepts.
If he thought about his silly comments at all, he
would know that I would have no desire at all
to see this Bill delayed because I want to defeat
the damn thing. I have already said that.

A Government member: You are ambiva-
lent.
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Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I am not ambivalent at
all. I would have no desire to support a motion
if I knew that that motion was attempting
simply to delay the Bill.

Hon. Mark Nevill: You would ban all contra-
ceptives.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I am quite happy now
to defeat the Bill and throw it out.

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.
Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: Mrs Hallahan asked

before why it is that members repeat them-
selves. The reason is that it takes two or three
times to get through to the Government mem-
bers of this House.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Order! When I call
for order, it means everybody, including the
member on his feet. Order! I want to say some-
thing, if I can get a word in edgeways.

These constant interjections must stop. The
member addressing the Chair should not PrO-
voke interjections, and I remind him that the
motion he is speaking to is "That the words
proposed to be deleted, be deleted", and
nothing else.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I agree that the words
that are being proposed to be deleted should be
deleted, and all of my comments have been
directed to that end. I repeat something that I
said in my opening remarks because that
clearly has not been heard by members of this
House. The sole reason for the Leader of the
House to oppose Mr Ferry's motion was that
this was a grave matter of public health; and
yet the Bill has languished on the Notice Paper
for three whole weeks.

Hon. Mark Nevill: You want to get rid of all
contraception-that is what you want.

The PRESIDENT: Order! If the honourable
member does not stop his interjections as I
have already asked, he might be participating
in the "getting rid of'.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: That is the genesis of
what we are talking about with Mr Ferry's
motion. Because there is no urgency about it-
and that has been demonstrated by the Govern-
ment itself-that is a good reason in itself for
members to support what Mr Ferry is
attempting to do. It has already been explained,
for people who have the capacity to under-
stand, that it is not a measure to delay or frus-
trate it, as I understand it.

Members will recall that some months ago a
similar move was made and similar pro-
testations were made in regard to-I
think-the Commercial Tribunal Bill.

Hon. Robert Hetherington interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: But the same principle

was involved, and that was that the Bill should
be referred to it for serious study, and not as a
diversion or a tactic to frustrate the passage of
the Bill. And what happened? The fears
expressed by the Government at the time-
including the Minister-had no foundation
whatsoever because that matter was properly
studied by the Standing Committee on Govern-
ment Agencies and came back within a short
time, not a time devoted to frustration. A re-
port was brought back to the House and in fact,
I would suggest, it even facilitated the passage
of the legislation.

If the Government is so confident that this is
a Bill which has widespread community sup-
port, what is it frightened of?

Why is the Government so short of the sort
of arguments that were raised by Mr Dans be-
fore the tea adjournment? He really put for-
ward nothing to sustain the argument that this
would be a delaying tactic.

Hon. D. K. Dans: That is your opinion.
Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: For those reasons the

Words proposed by Mr Ferry to be deleted
should be deleted and the Bill should be re-
ferred to the Standing Committee.

HON. ROBERT HETHERINGTON (South-
East Metropolitan) [7.41 p.m.]: I wish
to oppose the motion. I do think that we are
hearing a lot of opinions, but we are hearing
little about both the amendment and the Bill.
However, it is being accepted that the Bill will
not pass through this House at this stage.

With regard to the matter of the Standing
Committee on Government Agencies a lot has
been said about QANGOs and an advisory
committee will be set up to give advice on
something that is new and something that is
different.

It seems to me to be a great pity that when
we start talking about sexual relations and con-
traception people get terribly upset and Hon.
Phil Pendal is one of those people.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: What is Your evidence for
saying a stupid thing like that?

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: The
evidence for saying a stupid thing like that is-

The PRESIDENT: Order!.
Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: -the

honourable gentleman's speech.
Hon. P. G. Pendal: I was not talking about

sex; I was talking about QANGOs.
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Hon. Peter Dowding: He is politicising
health like the Opposition is politicising the
Anzacs.

The PRESIDENT: For some extraordinary
reason the members of this House, from all
sides, seem to have lost complete control of
their ability to comply with the Standing Or-
ders that belong to them. If honourable mem-
bers wish to have open slather on every debate
it is in their hands to change the Standing Or-
ders. It would make my job a lot easier. How-
ever, until they do change the Standing Orders
it is out of order to interject and the next per-
son who does it will participate in the use of
one of the other Standing Orders.

I give members an absolute guarantee that
the next person who defies me and interjects
will be on the receiving end of Standing Order
No. 106. 1 want absolute quiet because I am
not going to put up with this. This goes for the
member on his feet as well if he provokes
people to interject.

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: I am
sorry if I made a slightly inaccurate statement
that worried the honourable gentleman. I was
referring to his original speech to the Bill-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Thank you.
Hon. ROBERT HETH-ERINGTON:

-which seemed to me to indicate that he was
unduly concerned about this whole topic and
that it was one which he could not handle.

It always seems to me that the honourable
gentleman, when it comes to contraceptive
matters and matters dealing with sex, finds it
difficult to handle the topic and he does not
know what to do about it. I understand this,
but it is unfortunate.

Before I got into this interchange with the
honourable gentleman I was saying that as a
member of the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies I do not want this Bill to
be referred to the committee. If the House
takes this action, so be it and the committee
will look at it. I thought the committee had
better things to do than play around with this
Bill.

The Bill indicates that it is very difficult to
deal sensibly with any problem that deals with
sex. This has been indicated by the debate we
have had tonight and by the debates we have
had on earlier occasions.

It seems that the Bill does not go far enough.
The Bill has been introduced with this mini
QANGO because the Government does not
want to go too far and offend people. It is a

subject which worries people and it is a subject
which we cannot discuss terribly easily or ter-
ribly openly.

As far as I am concerned I agree with the
statements that were made during the original
debate on the Bill by Hon. Norman Moore and
Hon. John Williams. I do not agree with all the
statements made by Hon. John Williams, but I
do agree with a great number of them.

It seems to me that it is time that we stopped
moralising about this moral question, but one
of the problems with condoms is that they were
introduced-

The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable
member is speaking to the Bill and he is not
speaking to the amendment, which is that the
words proposed to be deleted be deleted. The
merits of the Bill are not a part of this motion.

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON: It is
very difficult and I am trying to argue that the
words should not be deleted and that we should
go forward to a vote on the original Bill be-
cause it is worth talking about.

One of the problems is that this amendment
proposes that the Bill be referred to a com-
mittee of which I am a member. I do not know
why, except that it is a QANGO or "qlandom",
which is a mini Government agency. What I
am arguing is that it is a minor QANGO and a
minor Government agency and because of this
we could accept the Bill as it stands and not
refer it to the Standing Committee.

The Bill, as it stands, is the first tentative
step towards dealing with a very difficult and
dangerous problem, and that is the reason I
wanted to refer to it.

It seems to be fairly obvious that this com-
mittee which will be set up under the Bill is a
temporary thing in the same way as the Bill is a
temporary thing because it takes the step to
deal with a very serious problem; that is, the
problem of AIDS. Unfortunately once we get
onto these things we start moralising and
people argue, as Hon. Phillip Pendal argued,
that really we do not need Bills like this,
although he wants to refer it to a Standing
Committee-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: I did not say that.
Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON:

-because it encourages people to do all sorts
of things.

Since the introduction of contraceptives and
animal skin condoms at the time of Casanova,
which were introduced at a time when syphilis
was flourishing in Europe, people have been
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worried about condoms and they do not look at
what we are trying to do. What we are trying to
do is make it less likely that some people get
AIDS in the same way as the original condoms
made it less likely for some people to get syph-
ilis. I know that if all people-

Hon. P. G. Pendal interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! If Hon. Phillip

Pendal wants to Provoke me into implementing
Standing Order No. 106, he is going the right
way about it by wilfully obstructing the busi-
ness of this Council.

I said I am not going to tolerate any more
interjections. If Hon. Phillip Pendal believes
that the honourable member on his feet is
misrepresenting what he said there is a Stand-
ing Order which provides him with an oppor-
tunity to draw that to the member's attention.

In the meantime, I come back to Hon.
Robent Hetherington. I have been fairly
tolerant and I suggested to him earlier that he
was speaking on the contents of the Bill as
distinct from this motion. I suggested to him
earlier and I am now telling him that he must
talk about the reasons that the words should
not be deleted.

Hon. ROBERT HETHERINGTON- Thank
you, Mr President. The reason I believe the
words should not be deleted is that this com-
mittee is obviously, of its nature, a temporary
thing even as a pant of the Bill. That is the
reason that it ties up, and it takes a pant step
towards dealing with the problem.

I was trying to explain why, because this Bill,
which seems to frighten people, goes pant of the
way to dealing with the problem, it might be a
good idea if we allowed the committee to go
ahead and give the Government advice so that
the Government could gradually work its way
through the problem and, I hope, in due course
bring down a Bill which will deal with the prob-
lem a little better. As it is rather difficult to
deal with the matter of why I think the amend-
ment should not be passed without ranging
throughout the whole area of the Hill and, as
you, Mr President, have rebuked me for doing
so and I accept your ruling, I should probably
draw my words rather rapidly to a close. I think
there is very little point in this debate.

A number of people who have spoken on this
amendment have given all sorts of advice to the
members of the Standing Committee. I am not
quite sure what Hon. Peter Wells was telling us,
but he said we should summon certain people
and get centain advice to satisfy his ideas about

what somebody has said about what happens in
Victoria. I am not terribly interested in that. I
am interested in what is necessary in Western
Australia. In Western Australia at the moment
it seems to me that we should carry on with this
Bill; we need not examine the nature of the
committee because that is fairly obvious. It is
obvious that this is a first step by the Govern-
ment to test the water to see how people will
react and what we can do in the whole area of
selling condoms-in fact, I believe they should
be sold by vending machines ultimately-and
how best we can sell them and get advice from
the committee which in due course will advise
the Government and cause it to introduce a
better Bill.

In the meantime, because we need to go on
with this legislation, we do not need this
amendment. We need to deal with the Bill and
pass it and we need to take a step along the
road to trying to make condoms more generally
available either through this committee or in
any other way so that it is less likely that people
will transmit disease. In other words, we need a
ready availability of condoms and we do not
need the committee to tell us that, although
every 15-year-old knows where condoms are
available, not every 15-year-old or 26-year-old
is game to ask for them.

It is time we stopped messing around; we
should pass the Bill and get rid of the referral to
a committee which would probably throw it
back in any case. I am sure my friend and
colleague, Mr Moore, and I will not find any
great joy in this referral, and will deal with it as
expeditiously as possible. If the House insists
on passing this amendment-and I think it
should not-we shall then be able to get back to
the real nub of the Bill and argue once again the
principle of the Bill. I would like to do that but
am prevented from so doing because of the
nature of the amendment. I oppose the amend-
ment and I shall be glad if the House votes
against it and then allows me to speak on the
second reading of the Sill to explain why,
although it has all sorts of defects, it should be
carried at this stage so that we can look more
deeply into the problem as we go along.

I oppose the amendment.
HON. N. F. MOORE (Lower North) [7.55

p.m.]: I speak as a member of the committee to
which it is proposed to refer the Bill. As a
member of the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies I have been saying for
some time that there should be automatic pro-
vision in the House for any new statutory auth-
ority created by legislation to be referred to the
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Standing Committee; that Bills should be sent
to the Standing Committee for investigation to
enable the committee to consider the structure
of the QANGO and whether it meets the essen-
tial guidelines determined by the committee to
be necessary for Government agencies in West-
ern Australia.

When the Standing Committee on Govern-
ment Agencies was first established we found a
great variance from one agency to another. It
seems ludicrous to continue to allow agencies
to be set up on an ad hoc basis only to find at a
later stage that we must give consideration to
an agency and endeavour to change certain as-
pects of its structure when this procedure could
have been carried out when the Bill was before
Parliament in the first place and before the
agency was set up. I support the amendment
moved by Hon. Vic Ferry because the Standing
Committee on Government Agencies should
consider the agency proposed to be set up. I am
sure that Hon. Robert H-etherington will ap-
preciate that as a member of the committee I
am not interested in the pros and cons of the
Bill. I have argued my point of view about the
Bill and for the benefit of Hon. Peter Dowding,
who has been interjecting all day on this sub-
ject, I repeat that I support the Bill. If that is
politicising health, so be it.

I have supported the Bill, but I believe we
should instigate a system in this House that
proposed new Government agencies should be
examined by the Standing Committee. The
procedure takes only a day or so. If one is to be
political about the matter, perhaps one should
consider the members of the Standing Com-
mittee on Government Agencies: There are
three Labor members, who are already commit-
ted to the Bill; two Liberal members who have
expressed the view that they will support the
Bill, and one member who has not yet spoken
and whose views I am not aware of. Therefore,
the majority of the members of the committee
will support the legislation anyway. The Stand-
ing Committee should be given an opportunity
of investigating the structure of the proposed
agency.

The Leader of the House has talked about
delaying the Bill and causing health problems;
that is drawing a red herring across the trail. lHe
knows that a delay of two days will make no
difference to the situation of whether or not
people buy condoms, Is the Leader of the
House suggesting that because we did not sit
last week people died of AIDS because they
could not purchase a condom? It is absolute

nonsense to suggest that certain people could
not purchase condoms last week because this
legislation had not been passed.

I cannot understand why the Government
will not support the amendment; it is quite
straightforward. Members of the Government
have argued in the past that we should have
worthwhile committees in this House which
should be given worthwhile jobs to do. I have
yet to become aware of opposition from
Government committee members to the pro-
posal that proposed new QANGOs should be
automatically referred to the Standing Com-
mittee. For those reasons I do not regard what
is happening now as being a political stunt. In
fact, members on this side of the House are not
caucussed as are members on the Government
side. Hon. Peter Dowding may laugh.

The PRESIDENT: Order! Just ignore Mr
Dowding.

Hon. N. F. MOORE: I apologise Mr Presi-
dent, but when Mr Dowding laughs at com-
ments such as that, he displays his complete
ignorance of the political system of which he is
part.

The Liberal Party has no policy view on this
legislation and two Liberal members have
supported the Bill. Others have said they do
not like it and as the debate proceeds we will
probably hear other different views. That is not
politic ising the matter. It is a pity that Govern-
ment members opposite do not have the same
opportunity. If they had we could perhaps get a
true picture of what the public wants in respe 'ct
of social issues. I would not be surprised if one
or two Government members would like to op-
pose this Bill and other measures of a social
nature if they were given half a chance.

It is absolute tripe for the Minister to
criticise us, and I cannot understand why mem-
bers opposite will not support the amendment.

HON. PETER DOWDING (North-
Minister for Employment and Train-
ing) 18.01 p.m.): Because this is an important
social issue I wish to add my voice to the oppo-
sition to the amendment moved on this Bill.

I remind the House of the utter hypocrisy of
the position taken by the Opposition in this
case. I remember sitting in this IHouse from
1980 to 1983 as members opposite happily set
up QANGO after QANGO, happily passing
legislation of all sorts which reflected many of
the concerns they have raised since they have
been in Opposition with nary a word in oppo-
sition to them or criticism of them.
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it would be wrong for any onlooker or any of
those thousands of Western Australians who
daily read Mansard to make the mistake of
thinking that what the Opposition is doing is
taking a responsible course of action in this
instance, because it is not. It is taking a course
of action designed to frustrate the actions of the
Government of Western Australia, which in
this case has taken a certain position on a Bill
because it believes it is a matter of urgency.

I remind honourable members opposite that
they have had-as Hon. Phil Pendal reminded
them-three weeks to consider this legislation.
If they could not work out whether it met the
guidelines that this Standing Committee has in
the past indicated it likes to regard as appropri-
ate for looking at Government agencies, then I
do not know how long it would take them to
determine that.

Secondly, this is not a Government agency in
that sense; it is simply an advisory body. It
does not take much grey matter to work out
whether it is an appropriate advisory com-
mittee.

The position of the Opposition-and I am
referring specifically to Hon. Phil Pendal-is
that it is trying to politicise this issue, which is
in essence a health issue. As I interjected and
will repeat for the benefit of' Mansard-not the
interjection but the content of it-it is just like
the actions of members opposite in trying to
politicise "The Anzacs". Many people in the
community regard that action as entirely ob-
noxious and I am sure plenty of people in the
community regard the Opposition's current ac-
tions with this Bill with equal criticism.

To those members of the Opposition who
have indicated their support for this legislation
I say that they ought to have been able to make
up their minds in the three weeks on whether
or not it is to be an appropriate committee;
they should have been able to decide whether
to support the legislation as is or have it
amended in Committee. But apparently Oppo-
sition members have been told that they must
give a little demonstration of strength to show
the people of WA once again that this is not a
House elected on a democratic basis, that
members opposite have the absolute numbers
in the House, and that if they want to delay a
piece of legislation, however important and ur-
gent, they can delay it and send it to a com-
mittee at their whim.

I oppose the amendment.

HON. P. H. LOCKYER (Lower North) [8.03
p.m.]: I was not going to speak on the amend-
ment; however, having just had to suffer that
bit of tripe from the Minister for Employment
and Training-it took me back three or four
years to the old days-I felt compelled to do so.
As he has done so often on past occasions, as
soon as he has had his say he prepares to scurry
out of the place like a scalded cat. I trust he will
stay and listen to me expose what he has had to
say.

First of all, the Bill has been in front of us for
three weeks, one week of which, as the Minister
well knows, the Parliament did not sit. The first
time the Parliament was advised of the urgency
of this measure was tonight. The Leader of the
House and his noisy colleague well know that
never once have we frustrated them over a
piece of legislation if they have had the cour-
tesy to talk to our leader about a Bill which
quite obviously we support. However, it is very
necessary with a Bill such as this that its
amendments be brought to the attention of the
House, but we should first take advice from
people who comprise the committee formed to
look at QANGOs, even "mini QANGOs", as
suggested by my friend Robert Hetherington.

This matter should be considered as an indi-
cation of how low is the standing of the Minis-
ter, Mr Dowding, in the eyes of both his own
colleagues and us, in that he never once
brought forward to our leader the proposition
that this Bill was urgent. However, tonight he
suddenly gets uptight and we see from him and
his colleagues carryings on prior to the dinner
adjournment which absolutely astounded me.

Why is there this great urgency? My col-
league, IHon. Norman Moore, has very clearly
pointed out that the Bill has the numbers on
the Standing Committee, so why do we have
this Minister carrying on in this way-this
Minister who says that the Liberal Party is
wrong in advertising the TV programme "The
Anzacs", when he is the very bloke who stood
in the main street of Roebournec and obstructed
the police-

Withdrawal of Remark

The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable
member will withdraw that remark.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I withdraw.

The PRESIDENT: He should also talk about
the amendment.
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Debate (on amendment) Resumed
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: It is very necessary

that we do not have that type of talk from a
Minister of the Crown when he is opposing a
move to have a Bill considered by this com-
mittee. Why would a Minister of the Crown not
want a piece of legislation examined when
quite obviously the whole House will end up
agreeing to it? Why all of a sudden is the
Government so upset? Has it had its orders
from its leaders? Worse, have members op-
posite had their orders from those faceless men
in Trades Hall, telling them not to have the Bill
go to a committee for examination and wanting
them to bring in all this hyperbole about it
being a health issue and therefore something
not allowed to be looked at? A QANGO is a
QANGO, even if it is a mini QANGO, as the
fellow opposite calls it.

I see nothing hard in accepting the idea that a
committee of this Parliament should look at
this Bill. I do not know when we have ever had
two people opposite trying to persuade this
House to their own point of view and failing so
miserably. Their debating style should be
swiftly changed, because whereas previously I
was listening to the debate in a disinterested
fashion, their comments quickly changed my
stance. The Leader of the House and his lesser
colleague next to him did not win one
point-not in method or manner. I am sure
now that everyone's views have hardened up. If
it was originally a debate not on party lines,
that situation has now long gone. I support the
amendment.

HON. E. J. CHARLLTON (Central) [8.09
p.m.]: My comments will be short and sweet
and will not be of the sort put forward by either
extreme of the argument. My comments are in
line with the point of view expressed both by
Hon. Tom McNeil and Hon. Mick Gayfer in
that we surely fully support such a piece of
legislation and that it is reasonable that the
QANGO to be established be considered by the
Standing Committee on Government Agencies.

Surely it should have been possible with a
Bill of this sort for members to have expressed
their views and discussed the Bill in a way that
was free of controversy, in a way that was cut
and dried, without having to take up the time
we have in discussing this amendment.

To argue the pros and cons of whether the
Bill should go before a committee to investigate
the actual proposition of the legislation is really
a waste of the time of this House. People in the
community who obviously have more than an

average interest in this legislation are sick to
death and fed up to the back teeth with all the
ingoings and outgoings and the pitiful argu-
ments that have been put forward by both sides
of the House in respect of whether we should
have a committee to look into whether we
should have a committee. That is what it really
boils down to. When we start talking about
matters such as that, no wonder the majority of
electors think members of this House spend
more time arguing trivialities and theoretical
matters than they do in getting on with the real
business of whether we will accept the Bill.

For those reasons I say we have spent enough
time talking about this sort of thing. I reiterate
the point that I am not against legislation going
before the Government Agencies Standing
Committee or any other Standing Committee
for analysis by people who can sit around a
table, discuss the legislation at length and come
forward with some worthwhile contribution.
However, in regard to this amendment, with
due respect to Hon. Vic Ferry-I am not
against the principle at all-in this case it is not
needed and for that reason I do not support it.

Amendment put and a division taken with
the following result-

Hon. C. J. Bell
Hon. V.1J. Ferry
Hon. P. H.' Lockyer
Hon. 0. E. Masters
Hon. 1.0G. Medcalf
Hon. N. F. Moore
Hon. Neil Oliver

Hon. J1. M. Brown
Hon. E. J. Charlton
Non. D. K. Dans
Hon. Peter Dowding
Hon. Graham

Edwards

Ayes
Hon. G.C.

MacKin non
Hon. H. W. Gayfer
Hon. A. A. Lewis
Hon. Tonm Knight

Ayes 14
Hon. P. G. Pendal
Hon. I. G. Pratt
Hon. W. N. Stretch
Hon. P. H. Wells
Hon. John Williams
lion. D. J. Wordsworth
Hon. Margaret McAleer

MflIAc)

Noes 10
Hon. Kay Hallahan
Hon. Mark Nevill
Hon. S. M. Piantadosi
Hon. Tonm Stephens
Hon. Fred McKenzie

Pairs
Noes

Hon. Lyla Elliott
Hon. Robert Hetherington
Hon. Garry Kelly
Hon. J. M. Berinson

Amendment thus passed.

LIQUOR LICENSING (MORATORIUM)
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 24 September.
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HON. G. E. MASTERS (West-Leader of
the Opposition) [8.16 p.m]: This Bill deals with
the very controversial subject of the Liquor
Act, and the handling and sale of liquor. I
would guess that this Hill was introduced by the
Government to tide it over the next election
and to avoid some of the difficulties that could
arise if it were to implement some of the
recommendations of the Royal Commission.
The Bill Proposes, as I understand it, to extend
the moratorium now in existence until
December 1986. There is, at the moment a
total ban on the issue of liquor licences except
on the recommendation of the Minister in
special circumstances.

This Bill proposes to remove this ministerial
discretion in part of the Liquor Licensing
(Moratorium) Act. The Bill refers to section
3(3). As I understand it, in this Bill the Minis-
ter proposes to repeal section 3(3)(a) and sec-
tion 3(4) of the Act. The moratorium will be
extended until December 1986 and, on my
reading of the Bill, the Minister will not be able
even in special circumstances, to recommend
to the court that the court should consider the
application as a special case. That simply
means there is a complete blocking until 1986
wherein no licences at all can be issued by the
Licensing Court. If the Minister tells me that is
not the case, certainly we will look at the words
in the Bill and he can explain them to me dur-
ing the Committee stage, but that is how I read
the amendments to the Act.

In his second reading speech the Minister
made reference to the Royal Commission re-
port. He said-

The purpose of this Bill is to delete, at an
appropriate time, the discretionary powers
of the Minister, and to extend the duration
of the moratorium until 31 December
1986.

Perhaps in his reply the Minister can explain to
the House what he meant by the Words "at an
appropriate time". Does that mean next week,
next month or next year? What is an appropri-
ate time? When does the Minister consi der that
the discretionary powers he has will cease to
apply?

Later in his second reading speech the Minis-
ter said-

The.commission's report has been stud-
ied-

I suppose that is the Royal Commission. To
continue-

-by the Government and some of the
recommendations have been accepted.

What he means by that is that the Government
accepts some of the Royal Commission
recommendations and is preparing legislation
to that effect. The Minister further says-

Significant changes to the Liquor Act are
anticipated.

If that is the case, we simply ask, having an
understanding from the Minister by way of a
nod that in fact the Government is preparing
legislation and much of it is based on the Royal
Commission's recommendations, when can we
anticipate that this legislation will be
introduced into Parliament, because many
people in the community have a great interest
in the Government's proposals?

Will the liquor legislation be introduced in
this session or is it proposed to introduce it
after the election? Once again, the community
is asking many questions about the timing for
the introduction of this new legislation
amending the Liquor Act and, I guess,
amending the Liquor Licensing (Moratorium)
Act. The Minister continues in his second read-
ing speech-

In order to give adequate time for the
proposed changes to take effect and to con-
solidate the beneficial effects of the mora-
torium, the Government takes the view
that the moratorium should be extended.

I guess what he is saying is that the moratorium
should be extended until 1986. In the mean-
time, the Government proposes to introduce
legislation to allow the industry to settle down.
When does the Minister propose introducing
the legislation that he foreshadowed in his sec-
ond reading speech?

The Minister knows only too well that, in
handling liquor legislation, whether it be in this
place or another place, but particularly in this
place, there are always difficulties. He has cer-
tainly stirred up a hornet's nest with this legis-
lation, even though it is only a small Bill with
one page of amendments. Nevertheless, there
has been a great deal of activity. I ask the Min-
ister, in his reply to the second reading debate,
to clarify these matters.

I received a call from the Cloverdale Bowling
Club which I think is in Hon. Fred McKenzie's
electorate. A new club is opening in six months'
time, and the committee is concerned that it
might not get a licence. It was obviously plan-
ning to obtain a limited licence. Will the club
be disadvantaged by this legislation, and will it
have to wait until December 1986 for a licence?

Hon. D. K. Dans: Until 1987.
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Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Is the Minister
suggesting 1987?

Hon. D. K. Dans: I am sorry, 1986. The
secretary of the organisation was on the radio
tonight suggesting 1987.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I did not hear that.
Another problem, also in Hon. Fred
McKenzie's electorate, relates to the Belmont
City Council. It has been in touch with the
Minister's office and with local members,
asking what will happen in relation to a
complex worth nearly $2 million that it is
building. That council was counting on a liquor
licence of some sort being issued. It is fearful
now that the complex may be without a licence,
and, therefore, the council will lose a great deal
of revenue which will have to be raised by
placing additional burdens on the local resi-
dents by way of increased rates. I agree that
perhaps it should have anticipated that there
would be changes to the Liquor Act and a con-
tinuation of the moratorium. However, the
council is entitled to an answer as to whether it
will be disadvantaged and whether it will have
to wait until December 1986 to be considered
for a licence.

The Minister has certainly been lobbied by
the Western Australian Limited Licensed Clubs
Association. I understand he made some com-
ments on the radio tonight. That group has
been active and is a significant group in the
community. Every member of this House
would be a member of one, two, three, or more
limited licensed clubs operating in our com-
munity. It is a very important group which sup-
ports sporting clubs and the finances of many
groups that could not otherwise survive. I
quote from a letter dated 2 October 1985 from
that association. I am happy to let the Minister
have a look at it, but I am sure he received a
similar letter. The letter states-

The Government has also blatantly
disregarded the clear and distinct
recommendation of the Report of the
Honorary Royal Commission into Liquor
Laws that there should be NO moratorium
on club licenses and unlicensed club per-
mits after 31st December, 1984.

In an attachment to the letter, the association
makes reference to the specific
recommendation of the Royal Commission in
which the Royal Commission addressed the
type of licensed and unlicensed clubs. I will not
read that recommendation; I am sure the Min-
ister has read it on a number of occasions.

It is important, in looking at the moratorium
and in seeing what is happening, that there be
support for the moratorium from a number of
very influential groups which now support the
Government's Bill. Not the least of those
groups is the Australian Hotels Association and
the Licensed Clubs Association which have, at
some time, put into the newspapers lengthy ad-
vertisements which pour buckets over the
Government and which do a fair job of the
Opposition as well. They make the point that
they are concerned about a number of matters.
However, they say that they support the
Government's legislation. I know that there is
strong support from powerful groups and
strong opposition from others. Surely the
House and the public are entitled to know what
the Government is proposing and when it in-
tends introducing further legislation.

I think that the Bill, small as it is, has
promoted a great deal of discussion. I recog-
nise, as does the industry generally, that the
moratorium has done a good job. However, I
wonder whether a continuation of a mora-
torium over the time proposed by the Minister
will be justified. I would have thought, rather,
that the Minister would have considered the
recommendations of the Royal Commission
which cover the problems of the AHA, of the
taverns, and of the licensed clubs, and would
have covered himself reasonably well. I guess
he will say that the Royal Commission's report
is a total report and that the recommendations
should be dealt with totally. However, they
deal with the moratorium. I thought the
Australian Hotels Association and other groups
would have been well protected.

There have been benefits from the mora-
torium to this time. I ask the Minister to
answer my questions but, more importantly, I
ask him to clarify the point I made at the begin-
ning of my speech. Has he, as a result of these
amendments, any discretionary powers at all
once the Bill has been proclaimed? Is he able to
say, if there is an application from, for
example, the Belmont City Council which has a
$2 million investment, that the Bill will still
allow him a discretion whereby he can ask the
Licensing Court to give an application special
consideration for a number of reasons? The Bill
seems to pull the blind down over applications
and the issue of any further licences until I1986.

HON. P.1H. LOCKYER (Lower North) [8.27
p.mn.J: I support the Bill. I make it clear from
the outset that I believe that Governments of
all colours have treated the liquor industry-I
am talking about hotels mainly-as whipping
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boys and as sources of revenue for the
Treasury. I believe that no other industry in
this State has ever had the stomach kicked out
of it as much as the liquor industry. Successive
Governments have made it the first item on
their revenue c ollecting list. Even if the taxes
and charges relating to that industry are not
high enough, it is set upon by traffic
policemen-I do not encourage people
drinking and driving-its rates are increased
by local authorities who again use it as a whip-
ping post, and generally it is assailed by
Governments of different colours.

I think that the moratorium has done a con-
siderable amount of good for the industry. I
think it has allowed the industry to stabilise. By
no means has it returned to the state it was in
past years because of such things as increases in
the price of products it sells. These charges and
increases make it almost impossible for some
people to earn a living.

Quite obviously, some hotels in the metro-
politan area are doing much better than others,
but I am speaking about the country. Gone are
the days when hotels could employ large num-
bers of staff. Today country hotel employees
consist mainly of a husband and wife team or a
family team. Everybody must work in order to
make a dollar. I have told this House before
that the Minister should not have the dis-
cretion to direct the Licensing Court to have a
hearing. I repeat that argument to the House.
My reason for holding that view is not political.
It would not matter what political side the Min-
ister was on, that discretion could be subjected
to immense pressure by various groups, be they
political groups, groups from within the Minis-
ter's electorate, or any other groups.

In his second reading speech the Minister
made it fairly clear that at an appropriate time
the discretionary powers of the Minister will be
deleted. I take it that those powers will be de-
leted only if they are replaced with something
else. I hope that when the Minister replies he
will make perfectly clear to us what he has in
mind to replace those discretionary powers. I
note also that in his second reading speech the
Minister said that significant changes to the
Liquor Act were anticipated. As my colleague
just made quite clear, that proposal has defi-
nitely caused a stir in the industry. I feel for the
limited licence clubs and those involved with
them because in many areas they are the life-
blood of their areas.

In country areas, in particular, people gather
at the little golf club, the yacht club or similar
small clubs. It is important that their voice be
heard. We must not forget that the people
employed in the hotel industry, because of their
numbers, should also have their point of view
heard. I want the Minister to assure me that he
will consult with people inside the industry. I
speak of the Australian Hotels Association, the
Licensed Clubs Association and the Limited
Licence Clubs Association. The Minister
should hear the points of view of all those or-
ganisations within the industry. I am sure that
my party, when it is back in power, will be very
keen to review this system of liquor licences in
Western Australia

I am very pleased that the Licensing Court
recently saw fit to let strippers back into the
hotels. I have stood up in this House on three
or fo ur occasions and tol d members how stupid
the earlier ruling was. The Licensing Court
finally ruled that the strippers could go back
into the hotels. I think, a little vainly, it may
have listened to my voice. There are now com-
plaints that the strippers are taking off too
much, but that is another point. It is a problem
that should be handled by the industry. I
understand that the Australian Hotels Associ-
at ion's Stance on the matter was simply that it
neither supported nor opposed the
reintroduction of the strippers. It left the mat-
ter to the discretion of the hotels that wanted
them. I understand that is working fairly well.
Some hotels have increased their trade con-
siderably. Good for them! If ever an industry
should be allowed to soften up its
approaches-

Hon. G. E. Masters interjected.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Mr Masters should
not be coarse. I am sure he is merely trying to
get me off the track. If ever an industry should
be helped, the liquor industry should be helped
to increase its trade. There must be many other
ways in which hotels can be assisted; they
should not have obstacles thrown in their way.
The obstacles I am talking about have been
thrown by both Federal and State Treasurers.

-The pressures must be taken off these licensees
because they employ a massive number of
people who sometimes find it very difficult to
get jobs elsewhere.

H-on'. Mark Nevill: And their clients.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes; I guess that
remark has some merit. The hotels employ
people on a pant-time basis. They employ
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students and married women. Their import-
ance as employers merits their having the
pressure taken off them.

Hon. E. J. Charlton: Strippers?
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Yes, also strippers.

People like Mr Dowding find it difficult to
realise that these people make a living out of
stripping. Most of them support families.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Stripping was barred only
in hotels. They were stripping merrily away in
clubs and at private parties.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: That is not totally
correct. The Leader of the House might be
pleased to know that I spoke the other day to
the lady who seems to be the spokeswoman for
the Strippers. Many of them were not making a
dollar after being barred from hotels. They did
not get back to the clubs.

Hon. D. K. Dans: All I am saying is that that
is what she told me when she was (here with the
other members of her association.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I just think the eas-
ing of the restrictions is a good thing as it will
support so many people in the industry. I used
the strippers as an example. Many other organ-
isations will also benefit. For instance, I spoke
of the limited licence clubs and the work that
they do for the small organisations in country
areas. The hotels in many towns support their
local football side or their girls' netball team.
They go to immense lengths to help those
teams by donating trophies or free grog. At
grand final time they often provide a free keg,
footballs, and that sort of thing. They do a good
job.

I hope that the Government will consider the
contribution of the hotels when it makes those
significant changes to the Liquor Act. I would
be disappointed in my good friend, the Leader
of the House, if he did not do that. I believe it
is a good thing that the Minister for Racing and
Gaming will no longer direct the Licensing
Court. I refer, of course, to the office of the
Minister, not to Mr Dants personally. I will be
very keen to see what the Minister replaces his
discretion with. I hope that he will tell us that
the replacement has been discussed with organ-
isations in the industry. Subject to gaining
those assurances, however, I am happy to sup-
port the second reading of the Bill.

HON. S. M. PIANTADOSI (North Central
Metropolitan) [8.38 p.m.]: I rise in support of
the Bill. It deals mainly with two matters. It
aims first to extend the moratorium until
December of 1986, and the second aspect re-

lates to the discretionary powers of the Minis-
ter. I will speak basically on the first matter,
but will also allude to the second matter.

Since attaining office, the Government has,
through the Liquor Licensing (Moratorium)
Act, honoured an electoral commitment that it
made to ensure that the industry was efficient
and also stable. The moratorium has allowed
that to happen. There is enough evidence from
within the industry to indicate that the industry
itself is appreciative of the moratorium. Many
licensees are spending many hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars in upgrading and refurbishing
their premises. For example, the Freemasons
Hotel in Fremantle has spent approximately
$500 000.

Hon. D. K. Dans: The hub of the universe,
Fremantle.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: It certainly is.
The Oddfellows Hotel has spent approximately
$300 000. In the Cottesloe region, two other
establishments have spent between $100 000
and $250 000 refurbishing their premises.

Hon. I. Mv. Brown: That shows a great deal of
confidence.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: It shows the great
confidence they have in the Government and
the Minister. The Government fully supports
those actions. It was painfully obvious to the
Labor Party while in Opposition that this in-
dustry throughout the State was being badly
neglected with an oversupply of liquor licences
and liquor outlets.

There are many reasons for this; a lack of
rationalisation in the past and no positive strat-
egy forthcoming from the then Liberal Govern-
ment and also the Licensing Court by way of
recommendations. This happened despite pleas
from within the industry to the Liberal
Government regarding the need for many of
these changes. I was a little taken aback earlier
during Mr Masters' speech when he was on the
attack. Rather than contributing, he was
knocking

Hon. 0. E. Masters: I did not knock at all. I
am not opposing the Bill.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: I remind him of
the pleas made by the industry and the fact that
there was no assistance forthcoming from the
Liberal Government.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Mr Herb Graham had a
bit to do with the licensing laws.
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H-on. S. M. PIAI4TADOSI: That was the
only time action was taken. The industry had
to wait nine years. I can assure the member
they could not get any satisfaction.

In fact, the liquor industry has been investing
substantial money in Western Australia in the
important areas in terms of the current boom
in tourism and the changes that are necessary
there. They were completely ignored by the
previous Government. A check needs to be
made; the member should check his facts and
try to prove me wrong.

By extending the moratorium the Govern-
ment has adopted the recommendation made
in the Royal Commission into liquor report
which suggests that the moratorium could be
looked at in possibly three to Five years. That is
being done. The Government has recognised
that the moratorium and the benefits that stem
from it need to extend further to December
1986.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Is that what the Royal
Commission recommends?

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: That is my in-
terpretation.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Have a glance at it be-
fore you jump, Look at your own performance.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Order! I am in the Chair not Hon.
Tom Stephens. When I want order I will get
order without his assistance.

Hon, S. M. PIANTADOSI: I think members
opposite should consider that should a further
extension be necessary, it should happen be-
cause there is complete confidence within the
industry for the Government's proposal. A mis-
take that is made by many, in my view, is that
when we speak of the liquor industry We relate
it solely to the hotels. I recall the previous
speaker making a statement that quite often the
hotels have been on the receiving end and
borne the brunt of many changes, but I think it
goes beyond the hotel industry. There are many
other organisations and clubs which have
copped more than the hotels have. I am talking
about community-based clubs, cultural clubs,
and sporting clubs from a complete
cross-section of the community which have lost
out over many years; and some consideration
needs to be given to unlicensed club premises.
When one considers the fact that the clubs
would number some 300, one would appreciate
the value that they offer to the community as

well as their entertainment value. These clubs
range from soccer clubs and tennis clubs
through to equestrian clubs.

Hon. P. H. Lockyer: I did say they were very
important.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: Because they are
community-based they are as important as the
hotels. Some of the comments made did show
that the hotels are often on the receiving end;
but in fairness some of the community clubs
have been a little more disadvantaged.

These clubs represent a broad range of the
community. They are social, sporting, ethnic,
and cultural clubs and provide a focal point for
community interaction and pleasure.

When one speaks of the liquor industry there
needs to be a much broader perspective of the
industry rather than relating it only to the older
established areas like hotels and taverns.

With respect to the Minister's discretionary
powers, 1 can sympathise and understand why
the Minister would like to relinquish those
powers because it is a hot potato and he is in a
position where he cannot quite easily assist and
offer goodies to all sides. There are some sides
that will be missed out and making that deter-
mination is a difficult and onerous task. In
extraordinary circumstances it gives the Minis-
ter the ability to refer a special case to the
Licensing Court for hearing. In the past the
Minister in administering this discretionary
power h as done an ex cel le nt j ob; and I am su re
in the next 12 months, in using the same dis-
cretionary power in helping and assisting the
number of referrals, he will be able to continue
to do that.

Hon. P. H. Lockyer: It is not a reflection on
an i ndi vid ual M in ister; you real ise t hat?

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: I know. The
member pointed out that the Minister was a
friend of his.

Hon. P. H-. Lockyer: It would not be any
different if you were the Minister.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: The member
should express that comment to some of his
colleagues.

Hon. P. H. Lockyer: If Mr Masters was a
Minister I would still say the same thing.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. John
Williams): Hon. P. H-. Lockyer has already
spoken. These private debates are not governed
by the Standing Orders.

Hon. S. M. PIANTADOSI: I was not greatly
disturbed by that. I was heartened to hear we
are getting some support from that side. The
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process of referral opens the Minister to count-
less pressures from both sides of the House.
There are pressures to do favours for clubs and
pubs in many of our constituencies. As well as
having to put up with pressures from outside
the Parliament pressures are also applied
internally.

It is my view that the amendment before the
House in respect of this matter is both sensible
and administratively desirable and should be
supported.

HON. D. K. DANS (South Metropoli-
tan-Minister for Racing and Gaming) [8.47
p.m.]: I thank H-on. Gordon Masters and other
members who have spoken in support of this
Bill. I think they put the finger on the whole
problem. This is a very complex industry, and
one going through great change. There is a con-
siderable ground swell in Australia for
deregulation of the industry, and from a politi-
cal point of view that would be easy for any
Government to put into operation; but when
one considers the vast amount of capital, the
great costs of licences to people who engage in
this industry, that would be a foolhardy and
irresponsible move to take.

One of the first things I did when I became
the Minister was to have a good look at the
Department of Administrative Services, and I
was rather surprised because successive
Governments had allowed the liquor and
racing industry, or racing and gaming as it is
now known, to lie in the department almost
submerged by other trivial things. There were
areas that generated a great deal of revenue
from the Government that deserved, in my
opinion, some better attention. Therefore we
decided to form the Office of Racing and
Gaming and to put in place a group of officers
who are now gathering the sophistication and
expertise to handle the industry.

It not only handles the matter but it will
make the industry more efficient and give those
people who are paying these very large sums of
money far better service. Having said that I will
just refer to H-on. Gordon Masters because he
asked one significant question which relates to
a number of other questions that he asked. The
moratorium is to be extended, and I brought it
back into the Parliament quite deliberately un-
til December 1986.

Section 3 (4) of the Act provides for the Min-
ister by proclamation to discard his discretion-
ary powers. As a matter of fact I would not
mind it if this amending Bill provided that

right now; but what the legislation does is to
provide the wherewithall for the Minister of
the day to drop his discretionary powers when
there is a mutually agreed liquor authority or
commission in position. In other words, it
would be surplus, but quite wrong to allow the
Minister to have a discretionary power and to
have a commission or an authority over there
doing certain things.

I would like to make the point that even
under the previous legislation, without any
moratorium, it was never the Minister who
issued licences or permits. It was the court, and
that provision prevails today. Even if I make
the necessary referral, it is still up to the court
to determine the course of action that referral
will take. Thus it is quite wrong to think that
the Minister has some magical 'power in
granting licences because he has not. I see in-
numerable people-and I never refuse to see
anyone-some of whom are quite taken aback
when I say, "Well, I now have a proper assess-
ment under which we will refer the matter to
the court, but!I have got to tell you that even if
I grant that to you on examination, that is no
guarantee that your licence will be granted."
Even before the moratorium the court would
not always grant a licence or a permit and that
is the court's prerogative.

I now turn to the problem that Hon. Gordon
Masters referred to in respect of the Cloverdale
Bowling Club and a number of other areas that
I understand concerned private non-licensed
clubs. I want to put this issue in respect of non-
licensed clubs in its proper perspective. I know
that a number of these clubs do a very good job
but of all the industry they are the ones who
come under the most pressure. Some of these
unlicensed clubs are very small and
deliberately keep their operations small, while
some of them are rather large and have a good
turnover. The publican or owner of the hotel or
licensed club down the road might come to me
and Say, "'Look Mr Dans, I know just how
much liquor these people are selling. They do
not pay anywhere near the high licence fees or
taxes that I do. They pay for no labour because
it is run on a voluntary basis and we are at a
distinct disadvantage. We are a large employer
of labour in this town and we are having our
business eroded."

That may be correct in some cases, it may be
overstated in others and in some cases it might
be totally untruc. However, it is something that
one has to take into account because as I said in
the first instance there is a ground swell in
certain areas, and this will grow, as the people
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in the Australian Hotels Association know,
with the intrusion of foreign capital into the
liquor industry. This foreign capital will build
bigger and bigger hotels and the owners of such
hotels are used to different ways of dealing with
these problems.

However, this problem is directly related to
the unlicensed clubs because as I see it what
these clubs are really saying is that there should
not be any regulations for them at all because
they perform a community service. I suppose'
the hospitality industry, both the clubs and the
hotels, also provides a community service in
more ways than one. It provides hospitality
and good cheer for people, it provides accom-
modation, and it supplies opportunities for em-
ployment,. pays licence fees and taxes and in
turn acquires revenue for the Government.
Those are some of the things that one has to
think about, and I have no doubt that we in
this place are in a better position to understand
this because we now have this new department.
However, I would point out that the Royal
Commission did not recommend that the
moratorium should not continue beyond
31 December 1984 for clubs requiring full li-
cences. The lifting of the moratorium in respect
of clubs requiring full licences only applies to
those clubs outside the metropolitan area.

The Royal Commission made a distinction
between the two.

It is true that the Royal Commission report
recommended that the moratorium should
cease beyond 31 December 1984 for clubs re-
quiring limited licences. The Government is of
the view, however, despite that
recommendation, that a further period of the
moratorium applying to all categories of li-
cences is necessary for the liquor industry as a
whole, so as to enable the industry to stabilise
and reap the benefits of the moratorium. That
is the Govenment's honest assessment of the
situation.

It is not true to say as outlined in the adver-
tisement that no community clubs will be able
to obtain licences earlier than 1987. The
Liquor Licensing (Moratorium) Act provides
the Minister with discretionary powers to refer
applications to the Licensing Court for deter-
mination. This process has been followed since
the introduction of the moratorium and will
continue for the duration of the moratorium.
The Government has not, as proposed by the
Limited Clubs Association aligned itself with
hotels and taverns.

I want to reject that. The Government has
drawn up some legislation after a long and
painful discussion with everyone and this was
nearly ready for implementation when it was
round to be unacceptable for one reason or
another. The Government did not bring that
legislation into this place and make a political
football of it, it was returned to the industry.
One of the most significant changes was to
be-and I am not giving away any
secrets-that there should be a separation of
court functions; that is, that judicial powers
should be separated from the administrative
powers of the courts. Anyone who thinks about
it and reads the Act will be amazed that that
kind of provision has been in the legislation all
those years.

The administration of the Liquor Act in this
State over a number of years left a good deal to
be desired. I would venture to say that unless
we get on top of it, it will leave a good deal to
be desired in the near future; but the Govern-
ment is working on it.

I do not deny the right of people to put ad-
vertisements in the newspaper and then print
retractions the following day, but I had to
spend a considerable amount of my time send-
ing letters to country shire councils and town
councils as a result of a letter by Mr Uwynne
that was patently incorrect.

Hon. J1. M. Brown: Misleading.

H-on. D. K. DANS: Yes, misleading. I had
him in my office and I made the suggestion that
they form themselves into some kind of associ-
ation-they had a little association then-to
get together if they wanted to be heard. How-
ever, the problem will remain for a long time.
Where is the cut off point for a limited licence
club? Does one say, "You can sell X gallons of
liquor a week"? Does one have some kind of
formula that one can look at to see if one is
providing unfair competition because, let us be
honest, if there is to be a Licensing Court and
fees are to be paid let us remember that-

1-on. P. H. Lockyer: Don't they have to buy
their grog from the nearest club?

Hon. G. E. Masters: The nearest retail outlet.

Hon. D. K. DANS: It has to be nominated.
They get a pretty good go from most liquor
shops; let us face facts. What do we do with it?
I can assure members that if we were to throw
open the doors to the limited licence clubs in
1 2 months' time or sooner they would bring
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before me an application to have some kind of
moratorium on limited licence clubs. That is
common sense.

Before 1 was distracted by the interjection, I
was going so say that if a Licensing Court con-
tinues and fees are charged, there has to be
some return to the people who front up with
the necessary commitment to that system. If we
are not to have that system, it is a different ball
game. Either they all stand up or they all fall
down, or some stand up and the rest fall down.
Because of our system that is not possible in
the short term, even if one wanted to do it. It is
not a possibility because the penalty on the
people who had been in the industry for a long
time would be too great.

I repeat that the moratorium is in place until
1986, so that I do not have to keep this onerous
power if in the meantime we cannot get the
results. Hon. Gordon Masters and you, Mr
Deputy President, know full well it is a very
thorny question. The Bill will have to come
before the Parliament in the autumn session
next year, and I would hazard a guess that
whatever was in the process of being prepared
would be brought forward by whichever party
is in power at the time.

Hon. G_ E. Masters: Yes, but I suggest that
will not be until after the next election.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I want to make it clear
that that is simply not the reason for any delay.
Really, when it is all boiled down, the question
of Liquor Acts usually involves a fairly biparti-
san approach.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I have had my moments
in this House.

Hon. D. K. DANS: But if it is all boiled
down, on many occasions we have been on the
same side, right?

Hon. G. E. Masters: Yes, for about the first
time.

Hon. D. K. DANS: The Dog Act and the
Liquor Act are always matters in regard to
which people basically adopt a bipartisan ap-
proach. I want to assure members of this
House-and I am not saying this with a smile
on my face and my tongue in my cheek-the
question of liquor moratoriums is not one
which is bound up with the election. I would be
quite crazy if I did not want to get this new
authority, whatever we may call it, into place
and get rid of the kind of Solomon's judgments
I have had to make in regard to whether I refer
a matter to the court or- not. That is something
I do not want.

I think I have covered most of the points; if
not, I can deal with them during the Com-
mittee stage.

I thank members of the House for their sup-
port of the legislation.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. J.

Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon. D. K. Dans
(Minister for Racing and Gaming) in charge of
the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title and principal Act-
Hon. P.1-I. LOCKYER: I thank the Minister

for his response which obviously clears up
some areas that were of concern to members of
the Opposition. I1 take it that the further con-
sideration of the rewrite or fine tuning of a Bill
which will come to this Parliament, obviously
not this session-

Hon. D. K. Dans: I would love to take it up
this session.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I see the Minister's
point; however, I take it he is still consulting
with the three sections of the industry?

Hon. D. K. Dans: That is right.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: Including those lim-

ited licence clubs?
Hon. D. K. Dans: There are more than three

sections.
Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I am talking about

the three sections which have caused all mem-
bers of Parliament to take notice of them in the
last few days. Quite frankly, I have never
known such a response from sections of an in-
dustry; even though they are in the same indus-
try, they are opposed to a particular provision.
For instance, the limited licence people really
wanted a separate section. They wanted to be
left alone without a moratorium, enabling the
rest of the industry to stand back and let them
do just that. While I have some sympathy for
them because I know what a good job they do,
and regardless of what Mr Piantadosi says, I
am well aware of the different groups which
need limited licences.

I put it to the Chamber that the industry is
all one industry, but when it is all boiled down,
the point that was being made tonight was that
perhaps the introduction of taverns and so
many more licensed outlets was the beginning
of the trouble. It would serve Mr Piantadosi a
lot better to go back to his history books and he
will see that his criticism of the Liberal
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Government was nowhere near as bad as it
should have been, in spite of a previous Labor
member who regrettably has now departed
from this world; I do not want to name
again in this Chamber. The Licensing Court in
those days-and I am going back over 10 years
ago-had regard to the liquor industry in toto.

I thank the Minister for his points which
have cleared up my concerns. I support the
legislation totally.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 2. Commencement-
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I would like the Min-

ister to confirm that clause 2 provides that the
provisions of this Bill-when it is passed by
this Chamber-will become an Act and will
come into operation on a day or days to be
proclaimed. That means, as I understand it
from the Minister's previous remarks, that the
Government of the day can proclaim this legis-
lation or parts of it at any time that suits the
Government, so it can do it selectively to suit
itself. I refer to the discretionary powers and I
assume that is what the Minister was talking
about in his second reading speech.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Clause 2 provides-and I
think I have explained this to you already-for
two separate-

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Yes, the Minister
has.

Hon. D. K. Dans: -proclamations for two
operational sections. This allows for the im-
mediate proclamation of the amendment to
section 5, which is the provision extending the
present moratorium until 31 December 1986,
so when this Bill is passed the moratorium will
be extended.

Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: Yes.
Hon. D. K. Dans: It provides the delaying of

the section 3 amendment until such time as
changes to the Liquor Act occur. Members
would understand that for the reasons I have
already outlined, if changes to the Liquor Act
occurred tomorrow I would hope to proclaim
the legislation tomorrow afternoon because I
would not want to delay it, and I do not think
any other Minister would want to either. When
the new section of the Liquor Act that we are
examining comes into effect after the other sec-
tion is proclaimed, that proclamation simply
takes away from the Minister the right to refer
matters to a court.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 3: Section 3 amended-

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: A number of matters
need to be raised in relation to this clause. I
refer to the Minister's answer on clause 2, when
he said that clause 2 would enable the procla-
mation of clause 4 of the Bill immediately, and
of clause 3 at a time that suits the Government,
or words to that effect. Clause 2 does not say
that at all. I guess the Minister is saying that it
is the Government's intention to use clause 2 to
that effect, but it does not say that. It says that
clauses 3 and 4 can be proclaimed within days
of the Bill going through Parliament. There is
no reference to clause 4 being proclaimed
immediately and clause 3 being proclaimed
next year or whenever. So in reading the Bill it
is absolutely clear that the Government could
proclaim the amendments to both sections 3
and 5 in a very short time.

If that is the case, [ cannot really see why the
Minister has included clause 3 in the Bill at this
time. If the Minister says that he does not in-
tend to proclaim clause 3 which destroys his
discretionary powers until such time as an
authority is established, I would suggest it
means that he will not proclaim that clause
until the Government brings in the main
amendments to the Liquor Act. So what is the
purpose of including clause 3 at all at this time?
Why not get rid of the Minister's discretionary
powers when he brings in the major amend-
ments to the Liquor Act?

I would suggest to the Minister, though he
would probably refute it, that it was the inten-
tion of the Minister when this Bill was first
introduced into the Parliament; firstly, to ex-
tend the moratorium to December 1986; and,
secondly, to get rid of the discretionary powers
as soon as possible. But since the heat and
pressure have come on, he has seen that
clause 2 of the Bill gives him an out. He says,
"It is in the Bill, but I am not going to use it
until such time as amendments to the Liquor
Act are introduced by the Government." I am
very suspi cious, and w hatever t he M in iste r says
about the Bill, the fact is that despite his assur-
ances that his discretionary powers will remain
for some time to come, if there were a new
Minister tomorrow and that Minister wished to
proclaim that pant of the Act under dis-
cussion-that is, the discretionary powers-he
could get rid of the discretionary powers as
soon as the Hill passed through the Parliament.

I cannot see any purpose at all in including
the removal of the discretionary powers in this
Bill if, in fact, it would have no effect until the
new Liquor Act is brought in. The Minister can
assure me all he likes, but the Hill provides that
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he can get rid of his discretionary powers the
day after the Act goes through Parliament if he
wishes to do so.

Hon. D. K. VANS: Ever since the mora-
torium has been in operation the Government
could, by proclamation, have got rid of the dis-
cretionary powers.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Where does it say that?
H-on. D. K. VANS: It does not say it in this

Bill.
H-on. G. E. Masters: Yes, it does.
Hon. V. K. VANS: It could have been done

previously without my coming in here with the
Bill. I could have done it by regulation, but
what we are saying and letting everyone see is
that we are extending the moratorium to
December 1986. We were hopeful of having a
new Liquor Act. Once that new authority-and
I will use the term "authority"-was in
position, and after it had operated for a month
or so and everyone was satisfied that it was
doing its job then, by proclamation, I would
drop my discretionary power.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Why not include it in
the new major Bill? It will have no relevance
until then.

Hon. D. K. DANS: At present there is no
Bill. There is nothing snide about it: it is quite
legitimate to say that if this works, it is no good
coming in here and saying, "As of this moment
the discretionary power of the Minister has
gone." if the member wants to suggest that we
get rid of my discretionary power now, then
that is fine, but I go on record as saying that
section 3 indicates the circumstances that
should exist for the ministerial referral, and
identifies the process by which the Minister
may choose to determine the circumstances.

In other words, these things were not agreed
off the top of my head. Indeed, this Bill was
also discussed with the industry.

Hon. C. E. Masters: I am not denying that, I
am reading into the Bill what can be read into
it.

Hon. V. K. VANS: The Leader of the Oppo-
sition is reading things into the Bill which
should not be read into it. Can the member not
understand that this Act has caused more
trouble to successive Governments over suc-
cessive years than any other piece of legis-
lation? it would not have been much good
writing in the Bill that the powers of referral of
the Minister in relation to the Bill were to cease
until we saw how the new Act worked because,
as sure as God made little apples-

Hon. G. E. Masters: You are saying that
when the new Bill comes into effect and all the
major changes take place, certain things will be
set up, and this will give-

Hon. D. K. VANS: -a breathing space to
say it does or does not work.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Why do you not bring in
this amendment with your major changes?
What is the point of it?

H-on. D. K. DANS: Simply because we would
wait to See how any new structure
worked-and I am talking about a structure so
let us get an Act right out of our minds. The
Minister would keep his referral powers until
all sections of the industry were happy that the
new authority was working correctly. Then he
would drop the powers. There is no intention
by this Government to get rid of its referral
powers until a new structure is in place, and no-
one in the industry, at long last, wants that to
occur. There was a fair amount of opinion early
in the moratorium that said the Minister
should have no referral powers. At one stage it
was suggested in this Chamber that the Minis-
ter was using his referral powers far too often.
Perhaps that was right, I do not know; but the
figures come up reasonably wellI now.

No Minister would want to keep those
referral powers any longer than is necessary,
and that is why the clause was placed in this
amendment Bill.

Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: I want to get this
absolutely clear, because what the Minister has
said is not altogether right. The Minister said
that he, as the Minister, could get rid of his
discretionary powers by regulation if he wished
to do so. He cannot do that.

Hon. V. K. Dans: I did not say that.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: That is what I under-
stood the Minister to say.

Hon. V. K. Vans: I said you could get rid of
the moratorium and that would get rid of the
discretionary power as well.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Let us make it clear.
Subsection (3)(a) of section 3 of the Liquor
Licensing (Moratorium) Act states specifi-
cally-

(a) The Minister referred or refers the
matter to which the notice or appli-
cation relates to the Court;

Subsection (4) reads as fol lows-
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(4) An application shall not be referred
to the Court by the Minister unless in the
opinion of the Minister the Circumstances
are extraordinary....

The law of this land states that in regard to an
application for a licence the Minister of the
day, if he considers that there are extraordinary
circumstances, can pass the application on to
the Licensing Court and state that he believes
there are special circumstances and that he
would like the court to consider the appli-
cation. It is up to the Licensing Court to make
a decision as to whether there are extraordinary
circumstances and whether, in fact, it will grant
a licence. That is the procedure: and it cannot
be changed by regulation or anything else. It is
in the Act. This Bill proposes to do away with
that discretionary power.

Hon. D. K. Dans: In certain circumstances.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: It does not say that at

all.
Hon. D. K. Dans: I am telling you what it

means.
Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: What I am saying is

what is stated in the Bill. It is our job to inter-
pret the words of the Bill because if there is a
legal challenge the court and the people con-
cerned will not go on what Mr Dans meant the
legislation to mean, but they will go on the
words in the Act.

By proclamation of clause 3, with which we
are now dealing, the Minister will no longer
have the discretionary power to refer any appli-
cation regardless of whether or not there are
certain circumstances. That is what the Bill
states-it can be done by a proclamation by the
Minister or the Government of the day.

Hon. D. K. Dans: By separate proclamation.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: By separate procla-

mation-that is right.
The Minister has said that it is not the inten-

tion of the Government to delete the dis-
cretionary clause unless perhaps next year the
Government of the day decided to take that
action.

Perhaps a new Liquor Hill will not be
brought into this Parliament until next April
and, in the meantime, the clause with which we
are dealing will not have been proclaimed and
the Minister Will still be using his discretion.
This practice would continue until a new
Liquor Act was proclaimed. The argument in
the second reading debate was that the new Bill
would be introduced next April, but that it
would have to be given a trial period. Let us say

that if that period continues until July or
August next year the current arrangement con-
cerning discretionary powers will continue and
the Minister will still not have proclaimed
clauseS3 of the Hill.

I ask the reason for bringing forward a piece
of legislation which allows the provisions for
discretion to be deleted. In the Minister's own
words, it will be nearly 10 months before he
will consider using it.

Hon. D. K. Dans: What do you mean by 10
months before we use it?

Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: The Minister has
said that he will not proclaim this clause until
the new Bill is brought into this Parliament and
it becomes an Act of the Parliament and has a
trial period. I am quoting the period of 10
months because the Minister has said there is
no chance of a Liquor Bill being introduced
before the next election.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I wish there were.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The Minister does

not wish that any more than I do.
Hon. D. K. Dans: I am serious.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: What I am saying is

that a new Liquor Bill will possibly be
introduced into this Parliament next April at
the earliest, and a trial period will apply and
will continue until August.

Hon. D. K. Dans: No, it will not be for that
long.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: All right, it will be
for a couple of months. The Minister is saying
that clause 3 will not be proclaimed until June
next year at the earliest. That is extraordinary.
Fancy bringing forward this clause now when,
in fact, the Minister has no intention of using it
until June next year.

I suggest that the intention was that the Min-
ister would get rid of his discretionary powers
as soon as possible, but because there is a great
deal of pressure from limited licensed clubs
which have a big clout in the community and
which would have an effect on some country
seats, he is saying that there is no chance he will
proclaim it. I guess that that is an out for him.
The Minister has done a somersault and has
worked out a tactic to get him off the hook.

I ask him why he is bringing in this clause
eight, nine or 10 months before he intends to
use it.

Hon. D. K. DANS: It is difficult to convince
Hon. Gordon Masters.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Yes, it is.
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Hon. D. K. DANS: It would have been a
simple matter for me to have left this clause out
or to delete it tonight. That would have been
easier for me, but it would have left it open to
me to keep the discretionary power forever.

Hon. G. E. Masters: No, it does not because
the moratorium ends in 1986.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I have before me a Bill to
amend the Liquor Licensing (Moratorium) Act.
They are two separate measures. There is
nothing in the Hill about 'moratoriums and it is
under that Act that I have the power of referral.
This Act was put together at the time of the
drawing up of the Bill over which we fell into a
hole. It was an eleventh hour change of mind
which was not made by the Government.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I know exactly what you
are up to.

Hon. D. K. DANS: This Bill states that when
it becomes law and starts to operate this little
piece of paper which I have in my hand will
virtually go out of existence.

in respect of referrals and moratoriums, I
advise the Chamber that they will remain in
operation until 1986. 1 presume that at that
time the new authority which will come into
existence as a result of this Bill will make a
recommendation to the Government in respect
of moratoriums. The Government would have
to consider the recommendations, but the Min-
ister would have no power of referral because
the liquor commission would do that job. That
is one of the reasons for the establishment of
the new authority. I do not know how one
would write it into the Act-

Hon. G. E. Masters: You said you would not
use it for seven or eight months.

Hon. D. K. DANS: Hon. Gordon Masters
has a vivid imagination. I said that the Govern-
ment would see how it worked before it
discarded it.

Hon. G. E. Masters: It will be eight months.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I do not know if there is
to be an autumn session of Parliament next
year.

However, they are to be two separate Acts.
The moratorium Act will be in existence until
1986 and that is the reason there is to be two
proclamations. Once this Bill is passed through
the Parliament and while the moratorium is in
force the referral power will stay with me; that
is, until such time as a new Liquor Act setting
up a new structure is proclaimed.

It would be a foolish situation to have a
liquor commission with all those people
appointed to it and it would be of mutual ben-
efit for the Minister to hold on to the referral
power. It is not intended to go any further than
that.

It is not intended to write into the proposed
new Liquor Bill the question of the Minister's
power of referral. [ see nothing snide about this
matter and the Government has no intention of
trying to screw the tail off all limited licensed
clubs.

As a matter of fact, I could say, "So what if
the Leader of the Opposition does not want this
clause in the legislation?" But he will not say
that. I presume he will just go along with the
provision. It is in there for anyone to see. We
are saying to the industry that as soon as the
new structure is in place under this legislation,
the second part of the Bill will be proclaimed.
The majority of people in the liquor industry
go along with that proposition, having gone
along with it with respect to the other legis-
lation. To be quite frank about the matter, they
fell in a hole with respect to it.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: If the Bill before the
Chamber is proclaimed, on whatever date, it
will delete the Minister's referral powers. When
the Minister said that he will retain those
powers under this Bill he was wrong, because if
this Bill is proclaimed he will not retain those
powers; the Bill will destroy those powers.

Hon. D. K. Dans: What are you arguing
about? You are arguing against yourself.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Not at all. The Min-
ister has said that this Bill protects his referral
powers. If this Bill is proclaimed he will have
no referral powers. It will destroy his referral
powers. All night the Minister has said that the
major amendments to the Liquor Act will be
tested and tried and only then will clause 3 be
proclaimed. It seems ridiculous to bring in
legislation even, for example, six months be-
fore it will be needed. I do not think it was the
Government's intention to so provide, but the
pressure was such that the Minister has in ef-
fect now given an assurance to Parliament that
he will not proclaim this clause for some time
to come. I am glad about that. That is what we
wanted to know. I repeat that the Minister of
the day-it might not be Mr Vans; it might be
Mr Dowding, heaven forbid-might say,
"Look here, I don't want referral powers. I am
going to proclaim this tomorrow." He could do
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that. What the limited licence clubs and other
people have said is correct. This legislation, if
proclaimed-

Hon. D. K. Dans: Who are the other people
who have said that?

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I mean the limited
licence clubs.

Hon. D. K. Dans: You said "and other
people".

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I mean the limited
licence clubs.

H-In. D. K. Dans: You said "and other
people".

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I meant the members
of the clubs. I am not flying the flag for the
Australian Hotels Association or any other or-
ganisation, although I have a great deal of time
for those other organisations. The legislation,
as interpreted by the limited licence clubs, is
correct. If this Bill is proclaimed there will be
no more referral powers and no more licences
issued. That is a fact.

The Minister has said that no matter what
the Bill says or what it allows to be done, the
Government will not proclaim clause 3. 1 am
pleased that that is the case. The proper course
of action would be to delete this clause from
the Bill because it will not be needed for six
months. But I am not going to force that de-
letion. if the Minister is not prepared to re-
move that clause, what we on this side of the
Chamber and what the people out there are
looking for-

Hon. D. K. Dans: Who are the people out
there?

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: The limited licence
clubs.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Now I know where you
stand.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: What does the Minis-
ter mean, "where I stand"?

Hon. D. K. Dans: Come on. When you finish
I will answer you.

lion. G. E. MASTERS: What the limited li-
cence clubs are saying is that if the Bill is
proclaimed there will be no chance of getting a
licence. The limited licence clubs with an
interest in the matter include the Cloverdale
Bowling Club and the Belmont Shire with its
$1.8 million complex. Those clubs have quite
correctly read into this legislation that if it is
proclaimed in total they will have no chance of

obtaining a licence. The Minister has said that
he has no intention of proclaiming this clause
and that therefore they will get a licence.

Hon. D. K. DANS: The Leader of the Oppo
sition has been around for a long time and he
knows what this is about. This clause provides
for two proclamations. Mr Masters is trying to
have two bob each way. He is trying to suck up
to the limited licence clubs. Mansard will prove
that.

Hon. 0, E. Masters: You must not get upset,
Mr Thins.

Hon. D. K. DANS: Just keep quiet for a
moment. I am telling the member. At the same
time he is trying to keep his alley clean with the
AHA and the cabaret owners and everyone else
around the place. He says I will give no more
licences. I pointed out at the second reading
stage that I do not give licences. Mr Masters is
taking his advice from Mr Gwynne of the lim-
ited licence clubs, and it is as good as the ad-
vice he sent to the local authorities.

This Bill was drafted by the Parliamentary
Counsel and it provides for two separate proc-
lamations. That has been done quite
deliberately. One provision is the extended
moratorium. We could have extended the
moratorium without bringing this Bill to the
Parliament. I believed the situation had gone
on long enough and it should be ventilated
again. It was brought back here because that is
what this Chamber is for. Mr Masters says
somehow or other we have had second
thoughts. I could withdraw the Bill at this stage
and extend the moratorium. I could keep the
referral powers forever. Mr Masters knows that
quite well.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I-ow can you get rid of
the moratorium?

Hon. D. K. DANS: Mr Masters should read
the moratorium Bill.

Hon. G. E. Masters: Just withdraw this Bill
then.

Hon. D. K. DANS: I simply do not have to
proclaim a moratorium. I do not have to do a
thing. I do not have to bring it into the Parlia-
ment, I could just let it-

Hon. G. E. Masters: You must not get
excited.

Hon. D. K_ DANS: Mr Masters is quite
wrong. If Mr Masters wants to get up and ac-
tively support the limited licence clubs with the
idea they need some support, let him do so.
Strangely enough no constituent member of a
local council objects to the Bill.
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Hon. G. E. Masters: I know that.
Hon. D. K. DANS: It is only Mr Owynne. I

do not know where he gets his information
from. He was writing previously to the local
authorities. Now he talks about advice received
from the Crown Law Department being wrong
and Mr Owynne being right.

I have just said there may be two separate
proclamations and they will operate in the
manner I have related to the Chamber. This
will apply to any other Minister in any other
Government. He would be foolish to do any-
thing else because there would be no advan-
tage.

It is quite possible for the Minister to refer
those matters to the court and let the court
make the determination. Mr Masters well
knows that when this moratorium was first put
in place there was a terrific push for the Minis-
ter to have no referral powers whatsoever.
While it is an onerous task, at least it gives
some measure of relief to people-particularly
in the limited licence clubs and in the country
clubs, because they are the people who have
received most referrals-to come forward to
try to obtain a licence from the Licensing
Court.

I can say no more on this issue. If Mr Mas-
ters wants the moratorium and powers of
referral, so be it. I suggest he leaves it there. I
can assure this Committee that any Minister of
any Government, until a new Liquor Act is
proclaimed, would be quite prepared to have
those powers, and at the first opportunity put
them aside and let the liquor authority decide
those issues. It would be stupid to have an
authority, by whatever name, with the Minister
sitting on top like Pontius Pilate deciding.what
is right and what is wrong.

As a matter of fact the referral powers are a
very severe responsibility. Mr Masters may not
agree with me, but that is what Parliament is
all about. I do not want to go on with this
debate all night. If there are amendments one
can contribute to the debate, but I am going
over the same ground over and over again and
I do not want to weary the Chamber.

Hon. 0. E. MASTERS: l am sorry the Minis-
ter got excited about this. Let me make it absol-
utely clear to him and to the Chamber that I
have no flag to bear for the limited licence
clubs. I and my colleagues have met with the
AHA and with the licensed clubs. I have
spoken to them or their representative, Bruce
Boyes on a couple of occasions. I have spoken
also to the limited licence clubs. I have said

that the moratorium has done a good job and
has carried out a good service. I have further
said we do not oppose the Bill which proposes
to continue the moratorium until 31 December
1 986. The Minister said if I wished to get rid of
his referral powers he would throw the Bill out.
I want him to retain the referral powers. I want
him to be in a position where, if there are
special circumstances, he is able to refer certain
applications for the court's decision. That is
what I have said.

It does not seem to get through to the Minis-
ter, or he does not want to accept it, that this
legislation would enable any Minister of the
day to shed his referral powers if he wished to.
Mr Dans has said he has no intention of shed-
ding those powers, even though the legislation
will allow him to.

Hon. D. K. Dans: The Minister need not
refer anything unless he wants to.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I am ti.king, about
the powers this legislation will give to the Min-
ister. He can shed those powers in a day if he
wants to, but we do not want him to because we
think there are special circumstances and the
Minister ought to have those powes.

Having said that, those people who have
looked at the Bill, not just the limited licence
clubs, but the Shire of Belmont and others,
have interpreted this legislation, quite cor-
rectly, as including the possibility there may be
no referral powers for the Minister at all if the
Bill is proclaimed.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Do not say "quite cor-
rectly" because you are incorrect. Send them to
me and I can have the Crown Law Department
explain what is required.

Hon. G. E MASTERS: What I said is that
they have read the Bill, as I have, and anyone
else who wants to read it can see that if the
Minister of the day wishes to proclaim both
clauses of this Bill, then the Minister will have
no referral powers. They say, quite properly,
that if the Government is introducing this sort
of legislation it must be for a reason, and the
reason must be that (he referral powers will be
deleted.

Because the Minister is not interested in
amending the Bill, we should have on record in
Mansard an assurance from the Minister that
even though this legislation allows him to shed
his referral powers, he is not going to do so, at
least till the liquor amendments are brought
into the Parliament and are tested.
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As I understand it we have on record a firm
commitment from the Minister that there is no
possibility at all of clause 3 of this Bill being
proclaimed until the new amendments to the
Liquor Act come forward and are tested, and
that will probably be next year.

Hfon. D.K. Dans: Ihave said it 10 times.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I want it on record

because there might be another Minister.
Hon. D. K. Dans: I hope Hansard has writ-

ten it down.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I have just spelt it

out and I have the Minister's acknowledgment
that is a correct statement, and where people
such as the Belmont Shire and the Cloverdale
Bowling Club and many others which may be
considered to be special cases apply, in those
circumstances if the Minister so desires, they
can have their applications referred to the court
and the court can make its own decisions.

1 hope that is on record and understood fully.
I am sorry that the Minister is agitated about
what I have said, but I am only reading what
the Bill says and what it will allow the Minister
to do. Those people are quite right in their
reading of the Bill.

Hon. D. K. Dans: Crown Law says they are
wrong.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I do not know
whether the Minister has really bothered to
understand the legislation, which says that
when this becomes an Act of the Parliament
the Minister of the day can shed the responsi-
bility of the referral procedure. Anyone who
reads the Bill can read in it that this can hap-
pen; and the people are worried that the Minis-
ter of the day might do that-Mr Dans, for
example. That is what they are worried about.

Within a few days of the proclamation of the
Act, the Minister could say, "Righto, I'm en-
forcing section 3 and I will no longer have
referral powers." That is the concern being
expressed. The future depends on some success
in the Licensing Court, if these people are cor-
rect in their interpretation of the Bill. Some of
them have had legal advice-

Hon. D. K. Dans: What do you mean, some
of them have had legal advice? Tell me the
names and I will talk to them.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I imagine the
Belmont City Council, for a start.

Hon. D. K. Dans: I will get in touch with
them.

Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I advise the Minister
his assurances tonight are taken on board.

That is the point I am raising, and it will be
understood fully. It was not necessary to go on
at length over this point. It has taken a long
time to extract from the Minister that that is
what the legislation says, and that is the in-
terpretation that people could put on the
clause.

The Minister has given an assurance that cer-
tain things will happen, and that will allay the
fears of the people; but if the Minister of the
day wanted to renege on the assurance, he
could do so. I am quite happy that the referral
power will remain with the Minister; and the
Minister has given that assurance.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 4 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the

report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon.

D. K. Dans (Minister for Racing and Gaming),
and transmitted to the Assembly.

COMMERCIAL TENANCY (RETAIL
SHOPS) AGREEMENTS AMENDMENT

BILL (No. 2)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 25 September.
HON. V. J. FERRY (South-West) [9.49

p.m.]: It is not surprising that we are debating a
Hill to amend the Commercial Tenancy (Retail
Shops) Agreements Act 1985. The Act was
debated in this House earlier this year in the
form of a Bill that has now become an Act; and
here we have an amendment to that Act.

I refer to page 2270 of Mansard of Thursday,
18 April 1985, as follows-

Hon. V. J. FERRY: This Bill certainly
opens a minefield and there is no question
about that. It is without doubt exploratory
legislation. I know that this legislation is
operative in Queensland and that other
States are looking at it. This clause will
Present some difficulties when the legis-
lation is passed and the Opposition will
watch with interest to ascertain the out-
come of it.

I quote from page 2272 of Mansard of the same
date as follows-
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Hon. V. J. FERRY: I want to record
briefly my feelings on this Bill. I believe it
is difficult legislation for the people
involved in commercial tenancy oper-
ations. I guess we will have amendments
coming to this Parliament in the light of
experience in the very near future. There
are some very difficult areas in the legis-
lation.

I made those remarks in Parliament earlier this
year and, true to life, we are faced with
amending the Act to tidy up some of its
deficiencies.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Mr Ferry, we agreed to
bring it back if there were problems, didn't we?

Hon. V. J. FERRY: The Minister interjects
and says we agreed to come back and iron out
problems, and so should the Government, be-
cause it rushed the legislation through Parlia-
ment earlier this year. The Government in fact
put a gag on debate in the other House. The
legislation came to this House and we made
comments on it and the House agreed to let it
pass subject to some amendments which were
placed in the legislation in the full knowledge
that it was an inadequate Act for the purposes
for which it was introduced.

This is the result of the Government's haste
to fulfil a pre-election promise-to the business
people, the shopkeepers and leaseholders of
this State. The Government did not take the
time and the trouble to make Sure that the steps
it was taking were in fact adequate and would
fulfil the task which they set out to fulfil and
therefore the Government in its anxiety to as-
sist business people met some pitfalls with
these people. Unfortunately in some cases it is
correct, as I pointed out in my contribution
earlier this year which is reported in Mansard,
that in some cases it has created a situation of
"them" and "us". I refer to the landlords of
premises and the people who are leasing busi-
ness premises. That is an unfortunate situation.
The Government tried to iron out some of the
difficulties-this was the intention of the legis-
lation-but it in fact created other areas of
difficulty. That was done quite deliberately by
the Government and now of course it has to
correct that situation which should never have
occurred.

However, I can only support the amend-
ments contained in the Bill before the House
tonight because they do in fact tidy up some
areas of concern, but I note that the Act itself
came into effect on I September 1985, only a
few short weeks ago. Now we are dealing with

these amendments. It is acknowledged that, as
the Minister interjected a while ago, the
Government recognises the complexity of the
matters contained in the Act. Notwithstanding
that, there have been a few problems.

One of the difficulties of course has been the
issue of common areas in shopping centres
which have not been clearly defined by way of
legislation. That problem was pointed out dur-
ing debate in another place and certainly in this
place. The Government took no notice at that
time. There have been cases where display
goods have flooded over from leased Premises
and extended into common areas of shopping
centres and have caused quite a deal of con-
cern. In fact, if I recall correctly from the Press
reports, some goods were removed because the
shopkeepers or the businesses displayed those
goods in the common area.

Hon. Peter Dowding: The owners thought
they might establish a claim.

Hon. V. J. FERRY: That is right. That is
something that should have been clearly spelt
out earlier. Hopefully it has been corrected
now. Of course, that matter does need to be
tidied up.

Another area of concern was the common
and universal practice in a number of shopping
areas where charitable bodies or other bodies
not strictly classed as charitable bodies have
had the use of common areas for displaying
goods and conducting stalls. By that process an
opinion was expressed that they could in fact
claim to have a lease of those premises for five
years under the Act. That sort of example was
pointed out earlier and the Government should
have tidied it up earlier this year when the
original Bill was before the House. It was an
obvious anomaly and it has taken all this time
to tidy up that difficulty.

Contained in this Bill is an amendment to
the definition of lease and one would hope that
the Act will overcome the problems experi-
enced on the part of shop owners.

Another provision in the Bill dealing with
retail shop leases sets out clearer guidelines and
especially conditions where retail shop leases
are bound in writing and all parties thereto sign
the retail shop lease.

I refer again to my contribution to the debate
last session when I stressed very strongly that
the best way for any agreement to be entered
into was in writing. There are occasions of
course on which it is necessary to have verbal
agreement, but the most satisfactory way is to
have it in writing so that each party knows
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exactly what the proposition contains and the
matter can be referred to a court if litigation
ensues and there is some sound basis for the
matter to be resolved. The registrar can in fact
adjudicate more expeditiously, I would suggest,
when he is called in to play his pant under the
Act.

The Bill also provides a mechanism to pre-
vent the avoidance of the legislation by the
proposing of a separate lease to related per-
sonal corporations. Here again this is an area of
concern which was debated certainly in another
place earlier this year. The Government has
recognised that problem. In fact, flowing from
the operation of the Act, it became very appar-
ent from my comments and perhaps the com-
ments of others earlier, that as a result of this
Act the legal profession of this State certainly
has been involved in the arena of shop leases
more than perhaps it was earlier. It is appropri-
ate that this matter should be tidied up, hope-
fully, to clarify the total situation.

I am glad to say that the Government now
recognises that there may be in certain circles
some bona ide commercial reasons for related
persons or corporations. to enter into shop
leases for reasons other than those connected
with the intended avoidance of the legislation.
There are commercial practices which make it
necessary to vary lease arrangements which are
not done deliberately to circumvent the law or
to overcome the Act in any way, but only as a
matter of commercial practice. Again, the Bill
tends to tidy up that difficulty.

The registrar has a vital role to play under
the Act, and this Bill extends some jurisdiction
for the registrar to adjudicate, particularly in
the modification of a head lease in negotiations
in that regard. One would expect that will im-
prove the situation. I say again that the
Government in its anxiety to assist the business
people of Western Australia rushed this legis-
lation. It was based on experience that occurred
in Queensland where that State did enact legis-
lation on already established leases, and their
experience showed up deficiencies and some
strong points. It was acknowledged by the
Government that the legislation in Western
Australia was largely based on what has been
effected in Queensland. Notwithstanding that,
the Government did not heed the pitfalls that
the Queensland legislation showed up by way
of its own deficiencies. It ill behoves the
Government to have thrust this legislation
upon the community without thinking it
through.

I support the Bill.
HON. PETER DOWDING (North-

Minister for Consumer Affairs) [10.02 p.m.]:
I thank the Opposition for its support,

albeit somewhat uncharitable; and I think I
should correct three points. The first is that the
original Bill was not rushed through this
Rouse. It was prepared over a very consider-
able period with a great deal of consultation.
However, it was a very new area and one where
there was a great deal of work to be done to
ensure it was right.

Because it was such a new area, the second
point is that we made it quite clear at the time
that if and when problems threw up we would
address them. The third point is that the im-
plementation of the legislation was delayed to
enable people to become familiar with it; and
in the course of becoming familiar with it we
appreciated that these points were raised. I be-
lieve the Government acted with commendable
speed to address them in the infancy of the Bill,
rather than allowing any level of anxiety to gain
momentum in the community.

The Government is grateful to those people
in the community who have been so fulsome in
support of this legislation-the number of
small businessmen and women who have been
most fulsome in their praise. We believe the
amendments we introduced and gave notice of
at the commencement of the Act will address
some problems that might have developed
subsequently. In any event, I thank the Oppo-
sition for its support of the Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon. D. 3.

Wordsworth) in the Chair; Hon. Peter
Dowding (Minister for Consumer Affairs) in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 4 put and passed.
ClauseS5: Section 13A inserted-

Hon. V. J. FERRY: This is a new section to
be inserted in the Act, and it attempts to tidy
up the difficulty and also states that a person
having an interest in the resolution of the ques-
tion may refer the question to the registrar. I
think that is a very useful provision, as I
mentioned in my second reading contribution a
moment ago. The registrar has a very real role
to play, and I think for the correct operation
and the comfort of all pantics the registrar cer-
tainly needs to be on the ball. He needs to be an
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understanding person, and I would trust the
amendment contained in this clause will do
what it intends to do.

Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the

report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon.

Peter Dowding (Minister for Consumer Af-
fairs), and passed.

LAW SOCIETY PUBLIC PURPOSES
TRUST BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 3 September.
HON. 1. C. MEDCALF (Metropolitan)

[10.08 p.m.]: This Bill deals with the trust ac-
counts of solicitors which are subject lo special
rules. Those rules apply irrespective of this Bill
and are well understood by most members of
the legal profession. Certainly, they are quite
stringent rules governing solicitors' trust ac-
counts.

This Bill purports to provide certain pro-
visions in relation to the investment of funds
held in solicitors' trust accounts. The trust ac-
counts themselves do not carry interest in this
country. They do in some other parts of the
world, for example, formerly in Scotland.
Scottish solicitors were able to obtain interest
on funds left with them by their clients which
they lodged with banks or institutions. That
interest became the property of the solicitors.
At any rate, they appropriated it. That is not
the custom in other pans of the Common-
wealth. Certainly it has never been the case in
Australia where trust accounts have to be sep-
arately dealt with and do not carry interest as
far as the practitioners are concerned. The
funds which go into the trust accounts are the
funds of the clients of the legal firm or of the
solicitor. The clients leave their money with the
solicitors for various transactions such as
settlements in relation to property; the pur-chase price of land, houses, or other items of
property; moneys paid in relation to legal cases;
damages awards; and so on.

These funds, all of various amounts, are put
into the trust account and are not the property
of the solicitor. They are held by the solicitor as
a trustee for his clients. Naturally, he can draw

on those funds for the purposes of his clients so
the funds vary from day to day and the balance
in a trust account is rarely static for very long.
The figure will change from day to day and it
represents, when aggregated with the funds
held by other solicitors and legal offices, a very
sizeable sum of money.

As I said, for many years this account carried
no interest at all. Even today, it provides no
interest for individual legal practitioners. A few
years ago it was arranged that a percentage of
the funds in the trust accounts could carry
interest which would be credited to a special
fund known as the Legal Contribution Tmust.
An Act of Parliament was passed in 1967 which
provided that a prescribed percentage of each
practitioner's trust account should be deposited
in a separate account in the name of the Legal
Contribution Trust with the bank with which
the practitioner had his general trust account,
and that that money in the separate account
would bear interest and the interest would be
paid by the respective banks in which these
accounts were held to the Legal Contribution
Trust, which was a statutory body set up under
the provisions of the Act.

From memory, I think that originally about
50 per cent of the funds in the various trust
accounts had to be deposited in the special ac-
count. That figure has now been changed and
the present percentage is 65 per cent. Sixty-five
per cent of moneys held in practitioners' trust
accounts has to be deposited in the special ac-
counts on behalf of the Legal Contribution
Trust. The money in the special accounts ini the
name of the Legal Contribution Trust earns
interest paid by the banks because they use the
money. The interest which they pay is used for
the specific purposes which are laid down in
the Legal Contribution Trust Act, and which
include the legal guarantee fund, legal aid, edu-
cation and research.

I am informed that last year the interest on
the special accounts received by the Legal Con-
tribution Trust exceeded $0.5 million. The
House can appreciate that the capital amount
of the trust moneys which were deposited must
have been a very considerable sum. The solici-
tors' guarantee fund is the Prime beneficiary of
the income which comes from these accounts.

Through these special accounts with the
banks the legal guarantee fund has been set up
to guarantee or indemnify the public against
defalcation by solicitors-in other words, sol-
icitors who are unable to meet their commit-
ments in respect of payments to clients from
their trust accounts. That fund is kept at a con-
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stant level. I understand that the fund now
amounts to $ 500 000 and is maintained at that
figure. if moneys are taken out of it because of
defalcation by a solicitor, the fund is
reimbursed from the annual income back to the
level of $500 000 so there is a constant fund of
$500 000 available for members of the public
who have claims in relation to the defialcations
which may occur in the case of some legal prac-
titioners. These do occur from time to time.

The balance of the fund is then used for the
other purposes of legal aid, education, and legal
research. A question may be raised as to what
happens if a solicitor requires the money,
which has been deposited in his trust account
for his client. He may need to draw rather
heavily on the trust account because of some
particular transaction. There is provision for
solicitors who require amounts which have
been already deposited to obta in t hese on
giving appropriate notice.

The Hill before the House deals with
amounts in excess of the 65 per cent which has
been credited to the Legal Contribution Trust
Account, because it has been found that there is
a significant balance in solicitors' trust ac-
counts over and above the 65 per cent. While it
may be considered unwise to increase that per-
centage further because of calls which might be
made upon it, nevertheless, there seemed to be
no reason why the balance in the trust account
should not likewise bear interest and why the
banks should not pay the interest in relation to
the balance of the funds they were using. Of
course, they use the funds deposited with them
in their ordinary course of business.

It has been arranged, therefore, that hence-
forth the banks will pay interest on the balance
which is left in the solicitors' trust accounts.
The additional interest which is now to be paid
under this Hill is still not to be paid to the
practitioners concerned, but will be paid into a
special account which will be administered by
the Law Society and used for public purposes;
hence the name of the Bill. The Law Society
has made representations over a period to en-
able it to get interest on these surplus funds.
The Reserve Bank of Australia gave its ap-
proval to the payment of interest on these bal-
ances a little while ago. Since then, negotiations
have been conducted by the society with vai-
ous banks, all of which have now agreed that
they will pay interest to the society. I under-
stand they are already paying interest to the
society, but this legislation is required in order
to enable the money to be expended for various
public purposes.

The whole of the amount which remains in
the trust accounts will now carry interest. It
will not be, as the second reading speech
seemed to indicate, a percentage only. Indeed,
the whole of the fund will be credited with
interest based on the minimum monthly bal-
ance which is in the account and the interest
will be paid to the Law Society. The public
purposes to which the society will devote the
income which it will derive from this fund will
be connected with the law.

They are governed by a trust deed which is
incorporated in the schedule to the Bill and
which has been approved by the Attorney Gen-
eral. The trusts to which the funds will be ap-
plied are for the education of the community in
the law, for the dissemination of information in
relation to the law, and to improve access by
the public to legal services. These are all clearly
public purposes and worthy of our support.
The range of uses of these funds will include
increasing the public awareness of the law, legal
aid, and legal research. But the expenditure in
relation to legal aid must not exceed 30 per
cent in relation to particular grants in respect
of a particular period. There is therefore a re-
striction in the deed which provides that the
expenditure on legal aid wilt be limited to 30
per cent. An allocations committee of three will
be set up to decide how these funds are to be
allocated; that is, the particular disbursement
of the funds.

The general purposes are set out in the sched-
ule of the Bill, but the particular grants will
have to be decided from time to time. That will
be the duty of the allocations committee. It will
make recommendations for the expenditure of
the funds. This will require the approval of the
Attorney General who will have a representa-
tive on the committee. If he disapproves, he
will refer the matter back to the allocations
committee. If the allocations committee still
makes a recommendation of which he disap-
proves, he will have the right to make the allo-
cation and direct the manner in which the
funds are to be expended.

The Bill is in all respects a sensible Bill which
provides for the maximum use of funds which
are otherwise idle, and for interest which it is
only proper for the banks to pay in the circum-
stances to be applied for public purposes. The
Opposition supports the Hill.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [10.22 p.m.]:
I thank the honourable member for his indi-
cation of support for this Bill and for his useful
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summary of the background to it. [ think there
was nothing in the speech by Hon. Ian Medcalf
that requires any detailed response. I therefore
restrict myself to clarifying what appears to be
a misconstruction of a comment in my second
reading speech. At one point of that speech I
indicated that arrangements had been
concluded by which each bank agreed as fol-
lows-

..to make payments to the Law Society
of an amount calculated as a percentage of
the lowest minimum monthly balance in
solicitors' trust accounts with that bank.

If I understood Mr Medcalf correctly, he took
that comment to mean that I was saying that a
percentage of the minimum monthly balance
only would be taken into calculation. The refer-
ence to percentage in fact relates to the percent-
age interest rate. If that was not clear in my
second reading speech, I hope it is now.

Other than that, I only add my appreciation
to the Law Society for a useful initiative and
for the very constructive consultations in which
the society has engaged with me.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without de-

bate; reported without amendment, and the re-
port adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. J.

M. Berinson (Attorney General), and
transmitted to the Assembly.

CRIMINAL INJURIES COMPENSATION
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 17 September.
HON. 1. G. MEDCALF (Metropolitan)

[10.27 p.m.]: This Bill purports to be a new Bill
in respect of criminal injuries compensation. I
say that it purports to be a new Bill but, of
course, it is indeed a new Bill. The 1982 Crimi-
nal Injuries Act was a milestone in relation to
this particular subject. I will quote from page
4851 of volumeS5 of H-ansard of 1982. When I
introduced the 1982 Criminal Injuries Com-
pensation Bill I said-

I have dealt with the provisions in some
detail because the Government has broken
new round in Australia with this legis-
lation. I am sure it will be well received by

the public, particularly by those who suffer
as the result of criminal injuries. We will
now have a simple, understandable, and
expeditious procedure to enable those
people to receive some good measure of
compensation. The maximum amount will
be the highest in Australia; and some flexi-
bility will exist, as provision will be made
for increase by regulation in due course
without further amendment of the Act.

I quoted that because I wanted to illustrate that
the breakthrough in criminal injuries compen-
sation occurred with the 1982 legislation.

It rather surprises me that the Government,
in introducing this Bill, has apparently sought
to give the impression that it is now embarking
on new principles. The principles were laid
down in the 1982 legislation which overcame
several problems which had previously
manifested themselves.

I will name those changes. First, excessive
costs had been involved in legal proceedings.
Those costs meant that some persons receiving
damages awards had those awards very
substantially reduced by the payment of legal
fees. That problem was virtually done away
with in the 1982 Act. Secondly, a one-man,
unofficial tribunal was substituted for the
courts.

Thirdly, in some cases there was no necessity
for a second trial, particularly in cases of rape
and indecent assault. Fourthly, these very fac-
tors meant that there would be less trauma for
the victim. Fifthly, compensation would be
payable in the first place out of public funds,
whereas previously it had not been. Sixthly, it
did away with the Treasury discretion which
had been a cause of considerable concern in
that the victim, having received some satisfac-
tion with a conviction, was sometimes unable
to obtain any compensation because the
Treasurer exercised his discretion. Seventhly,
the amount of compensation was doubled from
$7 500 to $15 000. These were significant
changes and these provisions, largely speaking,
are still embraced in the present Bill.

The 1982 Act preserved the philosophical
position that the person who caused the injury
should pay for it if he could, but in the first
place the Treasury paid the victim and then
endleavoured to recover the amount of damages
awarded from the offender. This was a proper
and necessary arrangement and the Act created
a statutory debt on the philosophy of pay back;
that the offender should be seen to be liable for
the consequences of his actions. I believe that is
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a matter of very basic philosophy well under-
stood by the community generally. If people
commit a wrong which affects other people
they should be prepared to endeavour to com-
pensate them for it. If a person causes an injury
he should pay for it if he can. In other words,
there was a principle of automatic responsi-
bility for the damages occasioned by a person's
misdeeds and the injuries inflicted on other
citizens.

However, there were provisos in the 1982
Act and one of them stated that natural justice
should still he done and the offender had the
right to be heard, particularly in relation to the
assessment of compensation, and had the right
to conduct a case and endeavour to put his side
of the case to the assessor. This was achieved
by giving the offender notice at every stage of
the proceedings. For example, under section 12
he received notice of the proceedings, particu-
larly if there was a prospect of his being liable
for compensation. He received notice of hear-
ing if there was to be a hearing, which was a
matter of discretion for the assessor. Failure to
observe this rule of giving the offender notice
of every claim, hearing and Proceedings, would
have been a fatal flaw in the scheme. Hence
there was specific provision for notice to be
given in all cases to the offender.

The 1982 Act by no means provided ad-
equate compensation for more serious injury
and no pretence was ever made that the 1982
Act would do that. Indeed, I made it clear at
the time, and it had been made clear in pre-
vious judgments, that amounts awarded by way
of compensation for criminal injuries paid by
the Crown could not be equated with the nor-
mally rather more substantial amounts
awarded in civil claims. A maximum figure of
$15 000 was inserted which was double the pre-
vious amount, whereas in civil claims a more
substantial sum might have been awarded, per-
haps $100 000 or even higher depending on the
nature of the injury which the offender might
have inflicted.

This principle was well understood by a for-
mer Chief Justice -who described this type of
scheme, referring to the original Act, as provid-
ing a modest sum by way of compensation, and
that is all it purported to be. I think the meCss-
age has gradually seeped through to the many
people who in the past criticised the sums
awarded under this Act. No doubt there are
critics today, but one does not hear so much
criticism as one did in the past.

Because this was a modest sum we described
the 1982 Act as an Act to establish a limited
scheme of compensation, and the limited
amount was $15 000. The Government today
is not so modest; it has taken out the word
"limited" and described it as an Act to estab-
lish a scheme for the payment in certain cir-
cumstances of compensation. The word
"limited" is deleted but the figure is the
same-SIS 000. There has not been an in-
crease in the figure in spite of the passage of
three years. I find this somewhat puzzling in
view of the comments made by Mr Berinson in
1982 with reference to the original Act, which
are reported in H-ansard, 1982, volume 241,
page 5341 when he said-

The Bill also doubles from $7 500 to
$15000 the existing maximum compen-
sation payable, and given that there has
been a gap of about six years since this
maximum was last reviewed, the increase,
even though at first sight of a rather dra-
matic order, should be accepted as roughly
right. It is obviously desirable, especially
in these inflationary times, that such
lengthy delays between reviews should be
avoided and the provision in the Bill
which allows future reviews to be made by
way of regulation should go a long way
towards overcoming that problem.

That was three years ago and, the Minister may
be tempted to say that there has been no in-
flation since that time.

Hon. J. M. Herinson: It has been much less.

Hon. 1. G. MEDGALE: I doubt that that
judgment would be generally acceptable. How-
ever, I am not being critical; I am just saying
that it is a little inconsistent to have made
those comments and then do nothing about the
matter when he has the opportunity. The
amount could have been changed by regulation
but it has not been.

I am not exactly criticising that and I can
well understand that there are many consider-
ations with regard to matters of that nature.

However, I am puzzled as to why the title of
the Act has been changed to remove the word
"limited." It is limited even more now than it
was in the past because of the effect of inflation
in the last three years.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: I can only say that the
deletion of the word "limited" was not a matter
that was brought to attention and the scheme
itself is, of course, intended to remain a limited
scheme.
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Hon. 1. G. tvEDCALF: I would have thought
it would have been noted in the course of
checking the draft.

One may also ask the question, why is there a
need for a new Act? The principles were estab-
lished in the 1982 Act, as already enunciated,
and the Bill we have before us tonight has in-
cluded at least three-quarters of the old sec-
tions. I know that is the case because I counted
them. They are in substantially the same form.
Minor changes have been made here and there
but by and large many of the proposed sections
are identical. I would have thought that an
amending Act would have been sufficient for
the Government's purposes so as to modify
some of the arrangements in the old Act.

After all, the changes which have been made
in this Bill are comparatively minor. There is
an elaboration on the circumstances in which
payment of compensation may be made in
cases of acquittal. There is Provision to delete
recovery Procedures in cases of acquittal and
there are slight changes in the hearing pro-
cedures. One can only conclude, having read
Hon. Joe Berinson's arguments in 1982, that
the new Act is based upon arguments which he
put then. If he is not aware of that, I must say
that he has some very good advisers and
draftsmen who are prepared to study his com-
ments on other occasions to ensure that they
are presenting something ini conformity with
his wishes because the new Bill that is presently
before the House reflects in large measure a
number of points which he made in 1982.

Although I am not really taking issue with
these changes, some of them could have been
accommodated in a small amending Bill; but
we now have a new Act with a new title that
makes no acknowledgement of the ground that
was broken in 1982. A Government gets credit
for giving credit where it is due and it puzzles
me that more Ministers in this present Govern-
ment do not understand that. Maybe they will
one day but they have not been in office long
enough. One wonders just how long the present
Government will he in office. However, this is
something that Ministers ought to bear in
mind-to produce a new Act as if one has
conceived it for the first time when in fact one
is accommodating principles which have
already been laid down and simply modifying
them, is slightly deceptive. We will now have,
subject to Parliament passing this Bill, a new
Act on the Statute book and some of the

changes in this Bill are clearly the product of
experience. Others simply reflect arguments
which the Minister put three years ago.

It would have made consideration of this
legislation much simpler had there been a short
memorandum showing the sections which are
changed because there are not very many of
them. Had that been done, it would have been
much easier for members of Parliament to read
and study the Bill. Members are often criticised
for their lack of study and understanding of
legislation, but there are some Parliaments in
Australia which make a practice of issuing
memoranda with Sills and setting out clearly
for the benefit of members the exact changes
that have been made. The second reading
speeches of Ministers are usually designed to
thoroughly clear up any problems which might
otherwise occur to members who are taking an
interest in the Bill. It seems to me that the
Government has been taking a very lazy way
out in recent times in its provision of second
reading speeches that it assumes will not be
read, or that members will not take any interest
in, or perhaps in another place the Government
has the numbers and amendments will not be
read and so the Government merely says to
itself "What the devil does it matter about the
Opposition?" I think that is a vey bad attitude.
I am not suggesting that the Minister here has
that attitude, but I have described an attitude
which now seems to permeate the second read-
ing speeches in relation to legislation that is
before the Parliament.

As I have mentioned a comparison of this
Bill with the 1982 Criminal Injuries Compen-
sation Act indicates that there are about six or
so new sections and another six or so sections
have been affected. I hope that in future the
practice will improve and that when the Legis-
lative Council adopts a new committee system,
which I hope it will one of these days, there will
be a much better understanding by the Govern-
ment of the day that it has to explain its legis-
lation so that the members can more easily get
a grasp of it.

I want to refer to matters described as
"significant proposals" in this Bill. I refer to
the Minister's second reading speech. Firstly
the Minister says-

The most significant proposals of the
Bill may besumnmarised as follows-

(a) to extend the range of people who
may claim under the Act.
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This is a formality. There is a definition of a
close relative which does nothing more than to
elaborate the definition provided in the 1982
Act, and it mentions in detail the people who
can claim instead of the categories which ap-
peared in the 1982 Act, which referred to the
Fatal Accidents Act. There are one or two
minor changes but it was certainly not a signifi-
cant proposal. It simply proposes in greater de-
tail what was there previously, based upon an
amendment to the Fatal Accidents Act.

The Minister's speech continues-
(b) to further reduce the potential for

stress on the victim, by providing
a discretion in the criminal injur-
ies compensation assessor to de-
termine applications for compen-
sation without conducting a hear-
ing, or, where a hearing is conduc-
ted, a discretion not to call either
the offender or the victim, or
both, as a witness;

This is virtually the position uinder the 1982
Act; it was made clear under section l8 of that
Act that the hearing shall be in private, and
that the assessor shall determine who may be
present. Under the 1982 Act the assessor may
informally determine which applications may
be made without regard to legal forms, and he
is free to act without regard to the rule of evi-
dence section 11. However, although the as-
sessor does not always have to have a hearing
now if he intends to hear any persons who are
interested in an application then he is required
under the 1982 Act to give notice to the other
parties. A small clarifying amendment only
would be necessary to encompass what the
Minister has in mind because he wants to sim-
plify the procedure further in relation to the
assessor at the hearing. However, the giving of
notice is an elementary and basic necessity in
accordance with rules of natural justice and
under the Hill there is no necessary way of
giving notice to panics who may be affected by
a hearing, informal or otherwise. If one does
not do so, one may imperil the final decision.

Other alleged significant changes refer to the
victim not being involved in the recovery pro-
cedure. The victim is no more involved now
than under the new system unless there is a
dispute by the offender. The applicant could
have called the victim under the old Act but
that would be only in the unlikely event of a
dispute in which the offender had been acquit-
ted under section 32; but apparently under the
present Bill the applicant will be unable to call
the victim which may well mean a breach of

the defendant's rights. One cannot cross-exam-
ine the victim; one can have all the sympathy
in the world for the victim-and that is the
whole design of the legislation-but there are
certain basic rules by which one should abide.

The next significant change-and perhaps
the only real change in the legislation-is the
removal of the Crown's right to recover from a
person who was acquitted but who was
otherwise previously adjudged liable by the as-
sessor.

Whether this is sensible is largely a matter of
opinion. Certainly the Attorney and I had a
difference of opinion in relation to that point
in the debate in 1982. l am not quarrelling with
the fact that others may have a different
opinion from mine. The Government's policy
as put forward by the Attorney General in the
1 982 debate has been enshrined in this Bill. I
do not propose to dispute that as it is clearly
Government policy and, as I said, it is largely a
matter of opinion. But in removing the ability
of the Crown to claim in certain cases it ap-
pears to me that the victim's right to recover
has also been removed.

No application for compensation may be
made where a person has been acquitted on
grounds other than those set out in the Hill;
that is to say, insanity, lack of understanding of
proceedings, death prior to the verdict being
given, or where a nolle prosequt has been
entered by the Crown, or the case is withdrawn.
In other cases the victim has been deprived of
compensation under this Hill where he or she
could have claimed under the 1982 Act. Hence
it seems to me that this Bill further limits
claim, although as I mentioned earlier and per-
haps in saying it again I am being rather tedi-
ous, the word "limited" has been dropped from
the Hill.

What about the case of a person who is
injured as a result of a wrongful act but there
has been a technical acquittal on the basis that
the proceedings were brought out of
time-over six months under the Justices Act
or under some other limiting Statute? That
would not be justice as far as the victim was
concerned. It seems to me that the victim has
no right to claim.

I feel that a strict adherence by the Attorney
General and his advisers to his 1982 argument
may deprive a genuine victim of compensation
in certain cases, while compensation will still
be paid where some other unknown person has
committed the offence-
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Hon. J. M. Berinson: Is that not consistent
with a criminal injuries Bill as opposed to a Bill
to compensate injuries other than those caused
by criminal acts?

H-on. 1. G3. MEDCALF: I am saying that the
1982 Bill provided compensation- and this one
does not in certain cases.

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Only in cases where the
criminal act has not been established. In the
case you are currently referring to a criminal
act is agreed to have occurred. It is just that the
offender is unknown. Compensation will still
be available.

Hon. 1. G,. MEDCALF: We will discuss that
further in the Committee stage.

The victim will get compensation if the as-
sessor is satisfied that somebody else commit-
ted the offence, and once again the standard
used is the balance of probabilities, that
wicked civil standard of which the Attorney
was so critical in his arguments in 1982. Under
the Bill a separate application to recover com-
pensation must be made to the assessor by the
Under Secretary for Law. A separate inquiry or
hearing will be held by the assessor where an
application is made by the under secretary.
This must entail some extra effort and cost in
the assessor's time and the Crown's involve-
ment. This has not been referred to but it will
mean the method now adopted will involve an
extra inquiry.

My view is that the Government's arguments
in some respects are rather pedantic and of
little practical value. I do not know what the
offender will do if he raises matters which are
relevant to the award and he cannot call the
victim or call evidence. He may be able to call
some evidence but his rights are severely
circumscribed. He has no right to call the appli-
cant which he could do under the Act.

This may be theoretically desirable, and
while the Attorney explained in his second
reading speech that this is to avoid further
trauma for the victim, we have to bear in mind
that compensation will still be awarded under
this Bill and the offender should have his
rights.

I propose to raise a number of these issues in
more detail in the Committee stage. The Oppo-
sition does not object to this Bill; we do not
oppose it. We find the plan of it rather puzzling
for the reasons I have indicated.

HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central
Metropolitan-Attorney General) [10. 57 p.m.J:
For the second time tonight I am in the
position of thanking Hon. Ian Medcalf for his
(57)

support of the Bill although I must say on this
occasion it appears to be rather more grudging.
Still, agreement is agreement, and that is the
important matter as far as we are concerned.
As Mr Medcalf has indicated he will be raising
some matters in the Committee stage I will
leave some detailed response to that point of
our discussion. However, it would be appropri-
ate now to deal with a few of his more
generalised criticisms.

In the first place, I must say with due respect
that Mr Medcalf really is altogether too sensi-
tive to the implications of a new Act as
opposed to an amending Act. I doubt very
much whether the average member of the pub-
lic, let alone the profession, would really go to
the trouble having seen a Bill marked
"Criminal Injuries Act 1985" as opposed to
"Criminal Injuries Act 1982" to say this must
mean one Government or another made a
major initiative at that point of time. I do not
think the real world operates in that way, and
both the profession and people looking for
compensation would merely be looking to the
substantive provisions of the time, If the his-
torians are interested they can have the greater
detail from the honourable member's Hansard
report.

Certainly there was nothing in my second
reading speech to indicate that the Govern-
ment was claiming here to be setting aside the
important initiatives introduced in the 1982
Bill. it was acknowledged at the time that they
were important initiatives. That was
acknowledged by me and other representative
speakers of the then Opposition, and I do not
move from that position. The fact is that in
moving to a new Act we were dealing with
drafting rather than ideological questions.
What emerged after a number of attempted
amendments of the 1982 Act was that the exer-
cise was not worth the candle. It was getting too
complicated in spite of the fact that Mr
Medcalf believes only a relatively few import-
ant issues were involved.

Among other matters, for example, we
moved to specify individual situations which
had not been itemised previously. Thus, we
have in part III of this Bill separate references
to "Application and award where offence is
committed"; "Application where accused ac-
quitted on account of unsoundness of mind";
"Application where accused incapable of
understanding proceedings or not of sound
mind"; "Application where accused dies before
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verdict"; "Application where complaint or in-
dictment withdrawn or nolle prosequi entered";
and "Application where no person charged."

The principles involved here at one time or
another have been established either in the pre-
vious legislation or as a result of decisions by
the courts. Not all of them, however have been
clarified-

Hon. 1. G. Medcalf: They are covered in one
section.

Hon. J1. M. BERINSON: -and it was
thought useful to itemnise them in this way
purely for the reason of making perfectly clear
what the rights were in each particular ease. In
the course of that exercise some substantial
drafting was done and part Ill is, in fact, a
substantial proportion of this Bill. That and the
other amendments which will, no doubt, be
referred to at greater length during the Com-
mittee stage led to the view that for drafting
reasons it was preferable to proceed by way of a
new Sill rather than by way of a very large
number of substantial amendments.

Therefore, to the extent that the question of a
new Bill versus an amended Bill is at all rel-
evant I make it clear that the new Bill was not
designed to give any impression of a radical
change the 1982 Act except in one respect and
that it was, in fact, a matter of drafting con-
venience on the whole.

I suppose that in the same context one might
refer to the fact that the word "limited" was
left out of' the long title of the Act and I
suggested by way of interjection that that
omission was not deliberate, at least so far as I
was concerned. Certainly there is nothing in
the Bill which includes the amount of compen-
sation to which Hon. Ian Medcalf referred in
another context, to suggest that it is nothing
other than a limited measure.

The principles applying to the criminal injur-
ies compensation to which the honourable
member referred are accepted by this Govern-
ment and are indeed accepted by all Govern-
ments in Australia, if only for practical reasons.
So the omission of the word "limited" has no
significance and it goes without saying that it
does not affect the substantive provisions of
the Act.

On the other hand, this Bill does introduce a
number of important new elements and I count
among these the question of limiting the
potential for confrontation of a victim by an
offender in the course of a compensation appli-
cation. It is always possible, when one proposes
a new scheme, to think up complications Or

difficulties which could arise and cause un-
wanted problems. There is no reason in the
present case to pursue that fear too far because
the ground we are breaking is not new. It
substantially follows the Victorian legislation
which has now been in place for several years
and which has led to no difficulties at all in
terms of meeting requirements of natural jus-
tice or in any other respect.

[ have no apology to make for that part of the
Bill which does free victims from the potential
of confrontation with offenders. On the con-
trary, I regard that as a positive, constructive,
and desirable amendment to the existing pat-
tern of' criminal injuries compensation claims,
and I believe that it will be welcomed by the
people who need to use the system; that is, the
victims of criminal acts.

I also have no apology to make for restricting
the assessor's capacity to award compensation
against persons who have been acquitted of
criminal charges. If I understood Mr Medcalf
correctly, at one point he was accusing me of
being somewhat inconsistent with what I said
in 1982. 1 took that to be the general trend of
his comments in relation to the discussion on
the amount of compensation. At least on this
question of restricting the assessor's right to
award compensation against an acquitted per-
son, I think he did acknowledge that the Bill
was totally consistent with the view I took in
that debate and which the then Opposition
took in respect of that part of the Bill.

I believe, even accepting the honourable
member's view, that it comes down in the end
to a matter of opinion, and with respect, the
Government's opinion on this matter is the
better one.

Criminal injuries compensation on the whole
depends on the fact of the crime by the person,
who, in the end, is to be made liable for the
payment of compensation and that is estab-
lished by the due process of a criminal trial. To
move from that to the point of allowing an
assessor to award damages against a person
who has been acquitted of a crime on the basis,
in the assessor's view, that without a civil trial,
the "offender' should be held liable under the
civil standard, is really confusing separate
issues which should not be brought together in
this way. In that respect I can only agree with
the honourable member to the point of saying,
"Yes, it is a matter Of opinion in the last re-
sort." I believe in acting consistently with our
attitude on this matter in 1982, that the
Government is implementing a proper view
which goes to the nature of the act.
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I have previously indicated that most other
matters lend themselves to further discussion
in the Committee stage and I will leave my own
comments at this point, perhaps with one ex-
ception.

The exception relates to the amount of com-
pensation. In this respect I can only say that the
current Bill does not look to an increase in the
current amount of compensation of $ 15 000.
On the Australian standard that is still regarded
for the time being as an appropriate level of
compensation. It is not generous, but criminal
injuries compensation is not designed to be
generous, as we have already heard in this de-
bate.

Hon. 1. G. Medcalf: I hope your party will
always adhere to that view, because you are the
first member of it who has ever enunciated it in
this House.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I do not think that
that is inconsistent with what has been said
before. IHon. Ian Medcalf quoted the Chief Jus-
tice on the limited nature of this legislation. I
think that the honourable member used to say
in relation to the amount of compensation
awardable that it was not compensation in the
ordinary civil sense, but compensation in the
nature of a solati ur.

Hon. 1. G. Medalf: A modest payment.
Hon. J. M. BERINSON: I think solattuin,

meaning "solace", was the word used. I think
we both understand the limited nature of the
concept of criminal injuries compensation
awards. I am not aware of anyone on our side
ever having argued that we should move to a
full compensation principle.

Hon. 1. G. Medcalf: You should read the
debates that took place before you came into
this House.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON; If that was the case,
I can only say that that view has been modifie
in the l ight of experience.

The truth is that criminal injuries compen-
sation is becoming quite an expensive part of
Government expenditure. If we had to look at
the sorts of awards which are available in civil
compensation claims, where a $500 000 award
on an individual occasion no longer even raises
the eyebrows, we would be in an unfunded area
of unknown potential without the capacity to
provide the funds for it. Thus, to the extent
that it suits the honourable member, I am
happy to repeat that we regard criminal injuries
compensation as necessarily providing a lim-
ited scheme, but one which in our view should

have its basis clarified. In particular, we should
move to eliminate, as far as possible, any
potential for embarrassment or further trauma
of victims. That is the main object of this Bill.
It is a useful object and one that is properly to
be pursued.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

in Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon.

R2obert Hetherington) in the Chair; Hon. J. M.
Berinson (Attorney General) in charge of the
Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2 put and passed.

Clause 3: Interpretation-
Hon. 1. C. MEDCALF: I refer to the defi-

nition of "alleged offence" which appears in
clause 3, which states-

-alleged offence" means a crime, misde-
meanour or simple offence for which no
person has been convicted;

I would like the Attorney General to explain
the meaning of that definition. If no-one is
convicted, how have we a crime, misdemean-
our, or a simple offence? I have difficulty with
this definition. I notice that it has been modi-
fied from that which appeared in the 1982 Act,
which was far more realistic in that it said that
an alleged offence meant an act, omission or
event alleged to constitute an offence but for
which no person had been convicted. Under
the new definition an alleged offence means a
crime, misdemeanour or simple offence For
which no person has been convicted. How can
we have a crime, misdemeanour or simple of-
fence if there has been no conviction?

H-on. J. M. BERINSON: if one finds a dead
body in a dark alley with several daggers in its
back-

Hon. D. J. Wordsworth: Now he is speaking
of political people.

Hon. I. M. BERINSON: Yes, a sort of lead-
ership crisis. If one makes such a find one is
entitled to say that at least on the face of it a
crime has been committed. The crime would be
the crime of murder. At that point it is not
known who the murderer is, but there appears
nothing inconsistent in saying that we have evi-
dence of a crime in terms of this definition. It
is not possible to say that an offence has been
committed, but it is possible to talk of an al-
leged offence. it is a means of reaching the
point at which awards of compensation can be
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given in cases in which it is accepted that a
person has been the victim of a violent assault,
rape, or some offence of that nature.

Hon. 1. G. Medcalf:. How would you know if
a person had been raped?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: By the allegation of
the victim. Indeed, even under the present Act,
as the honourable member will know,' awards
are made on the basis of such allegations when
accepted, without anyone having been brought
to trial. It is the purpose of this definition, as
applied later in the legislation, to ensure that
that sort of capacity to obtain compensation is
preserved.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I can well imagine
that the finding of the dead body with six
knives stuck into it could well indicate that a
murder may have been committed. Of course,
the personf might have been in one of those
revolving wheels at the Royal Show which has
all sorts of strange things attached to it. Let us
consider the case of a rape. The Minister has
said that because a woman alleges she has been
raped there has therefore been a rape. Is that
correct?

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Where her allegation is
accepted by the assessor, the current posit ion is
that she is entitled to claim compensation.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: But how is that a
crime? If a woman says, "I have been raped",
has a crime been committed?

Hon. J. M. Berinson: It is an alleged offence.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: It says in this Bill
that an alleged offence means a crime. The At-
torney is talking about the present Act. Under
the existing Act a rape victim could say that an
alleged offence meant an act, omission or event
alleged to constitute an offence. The Attorney
is referring to the current Act. The new Bill
says that an alleged offence is no longer an act,
omission or event; it is now a crime,
misdemeanor or simple offence. How can we
say there is a crime when somebody simply
says, "I have been raped?"

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: Perhaps, at the risk
of jumping clauses, this sort of question can
best be considered by examples of the use of
the term "alleged offence".

I refer to clause 12, which is where no person
is charged. There are similar provisions in
clause 8 where an accused is acquitted on ac-
count of unsound mind. In those areas the ter-
minology of the earlier Act has been incorpor-
ated into the substantive provision.

Clause 9 gives another indication of the use
of the "alleged offence" definition, and that is
where the application is made but the accused
is incapable of understanding the proceedings,
or where he is not of sound mind.

So to some extent, where necessary, the
earlier definition is incorporated and this defi-
nition is for application in the later appropriate
clauses.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I am afraid I cannot
accept that explanation. Take clause 11. This
does not say anything about an act which is
alleged to constitute an offence. I refer to
subclause (1). The alleged offence is a crime.
Take the case of rape. A person has suffered
injury or loss in consequence of an alleged of-
fence; that is, the crime of rape. A person has
been charged with the commission of the al-
leged offence and the complaint or the indict-
ment in respect of that alleged offence has been
withdrawn. No person has been convicted of it.

How do we know it is a crime? Someone was
charged but the charge was withdrawn, or a
nolle prosequl was entered. Obviously the case
could not be proved, or the conclusion was
reached that the case could not be justified in a
court of law. How therefore can one claim that
is a crime?

There is some technical defect in the original
definition. Clause 8 referred to a person suffer-
ing injury as a result of an act, omission, or
event. That is the original definition from the
1982 Act and is an entirely different kettle of
fish.

When one comes to clause 11, this has
changed. As one goes through the clauses the
terminology changes. Taking clause 11, this
applies where a charge is withdrawn. We know
why charges are withdrawn; because the case
cannot be proved in the normal way; there is
some defect in the Crown's case. If one cannot
prove a case, how can it be claimed there is a
crime? A woman has claimed she has been
raped and it is discovered she is fabricating her
story, so the case is withdrawn.

The clause does not cater for this. It refers to
an alleged offence which must be taken to be a
crime, not an alleged crime. Under the original
definition an alleged offence is an act,
omission, or event alleged to constitute an of-
fence. Does the Attorney see the point I am
making?

Hon. J. M. Berinson: Yes.
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H-on. 1. G. MEDCALF: I believe that ought
to be looked at.

Hon. J. M. BERINSON: This was not only
looked at but considered extensively. The defi-
nition was the subject of very considerable con-
sideration by Parliamentary Counsel. It would
probably be best-the matter having been
raised-to deal with the different formulations
in the various clauses of pant 111, but I do not

think that will be possible before 11.30, when I
undertook to the Leader of the House we would
be in a position to conclude tonight.

,Progress
Progress reportled and leave given to sit

again, on motion by Hon. J1. M. Berinson
(Attorney General).

House adjourned at 11.28 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MINERALS: STATE BATTERY
Paynes Find: Dump Treatment

109. H-on. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Minerals and Energy:

I refer the Minister to reports that the
WADC has been given the right to
treat the dumps at the Paynes Find
Battery and ask-
(1) Is it normal practice for tenders to

be called for the treatment of
State Battery dumps?

(2) Were tenders called for the treat-
ment of the Paynes Find dumps?

(3) If so-
(a) what companies lodged ten-

ders;
(b) if not, why not?

(4) In what way can the treatment of
the Paynes Find dumps be con-
sidered a pilot project, when
many similar treatment oper-
ations are functioning throughout
the goldfields?

(5) How does the $1 a tonne royalty
payable by the WADC compare
with royalties payable by other
similar operations?

(6) What net income does the WADC
expect to receive from this oper-
ation?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) Currently it is not normal practice to

call tenders for the treatment of State
Battery dumps. However, in the past
tenders were called in some instances.

(2) No.
(3) (a) Not applicable;

(b) because it is a pilot programme
designed to test the economics of
retreating the dumps, the WADC,
as pant of its State assets manage-
ment brief, was judged as the ap-
propriate agency responsible for
the programme.

(4) Low-grade tailings are currently
retreated by State Battery employees
as and when time permits. The
Government is exploring ways in
which it can realise the best return to
the State from gold contained in these

tailings. In operating batteries, the
general policy of the former Govern-
ment and ourselves has been, hitherto,
that the tailings have not been re-
leased to anyone.
This pilot project will enable the
Government, through the WADC, to
determine what are the parameters
within which tailings at other
operating batteries may be released in
the future.

(5) Royalties for private treatment of
State Battery tailings have ranged
from $1 to $3.93 per tonne depending
on the grade of gold contained in the
tailings.

(6) This information is confidential to the
WADC.

BUSINESSES
Small Business: Carry-on Loans

187. H-on. A. A. LEWIS, to the Leader of the
House representing the Deputy Premier:
(1) Is it the Government's intention to

provide carry-on loans to small busi-
ness in drought declared shires?

(2) If so, are they under the same terms as
farmers in those areas?

(3) If not, why not?
Ron. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) The provisions of carry-on loans to

small business in drought declared
areas is under consideration by Cabi-
net.

(2) and (3) The terms are being examined
as pant of Cabinet consideration.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: BUILDING
SOCI ETIES

Interest Rates.- Government Assistance
191. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of

the House representing the Premier:
(1) From what source will taxpayers'

funds be redirected to permanent
building societies for existing mort-
gages?

(2) Is this a once only allocation in the
current financial year?

(3) if interest rates should continue to
rise, will consideration be given to
extending the scheme to include pur-
chasers of existing dwellings?
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Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) Borrowings arranged by the Central

Borrowing Authority for Homeswest.
(2) Yes.
(3) If this occurred, it could be considered

at the appropriate time on the basis of
the relative merits of thc case and the
availabiltiy of funds. The security of
the family and the maintenance of the
family home wilt always be regarded
as a high priority by this Government.
This priority is reflected in the de-
cision taken to avert increases in
interest rates on existing mortgages.

WORKS
Building Management Authority: Tenders

199. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for
Works:

Further to question 157 of 24
Scptember 1985, would the Minister
please provide the list of tenderers and
prices quoted for each of the jobs
listed in that question?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
Building Management Authority
Maintenance Office-Windows
Tenderers-

Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$8 900
State Engineering Works-58 900

Woodvale School-Stage 1-Balance
of Fixed Furniture
Tenderers-

Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$ 10 300
Monza Furnishers Pty
Ltd-S 19600
Peter J. Warr Furniture-$32 847

Woodvale
2A-Furniture

School-Stage

Tenderers-
Monza Furnishers Pty
Ltd-$22 960
Peter J. Warr-$23 244
Nollamara Cabinets-523 250
Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$24 030
I. Moscarda & Co
(1980)-$26 988
1GM & EM Kohlen-529 775
Allansons (WA)-$29 872

State Engineering
Works-$31 623
Hectarioinery-533 922

Kalgoorlie College-Furniture
Tenderers

Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$ 100 856.60
McFarlanes Joinery-$ 123 900
Monza Furnishers Pty
Ltd-$ 128 690
Histonium Furniture-S 135 750
Modern Furnishing Pty
Ltd-$ 141 659
Newcastle Industries-5203 940

State Housing Commission-Air Con-
ditioning Maintenance
Tenderers-

T. O'Connor and Sons Pty
Ltd-$2 266
BMA Mechanical Mainien-
ance-$2 991
Direct Engineering Ser-
vices-$3 600
Arcus Australia Pty Ltd-$5 514

Mullaloo, Heights Primary
School-Replacement of Roofs and
Gutters
Tenderers-

Hills Plumbing and Gas Ser-
vice-SI 377
Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$ I 754 (Quote 1)
Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$ I 840 (Quote 2)
Five Star Plumbing-$2 428

Kent Street High School-Electrical
Works
Tenderers-*

North Beach Electrical-SI 522
Building Management Authority,
Welshpool-$ I 700

*A tender was also requested from
Landwest Electrical. A quote however,
was not submitted by this firm.

MOTOR VEHICLES
City Area: Occupancy Rates

200. Hon. P, H. WELLS, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Transport:
(1) What is the latest figure on the aver-

age car occupancy rate of vehicles
entering the city area?
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(2) What was the date of the survey which
produced these figures?

(3) How many vehicles are estimated to
enter the city daily?

(4) How many vehicles entering the city
daily are already car pooling by
carrying two or more persons?

Hon, PETER DOWDING replied:

Surveys on the travel patterns of
metropolitan motorists conducted
every 10 years. The last survey was in
1976 and a new survey is currently
being organised for 1986. Based on
the 1976 travel survey the answers to
the specific questions are-

(I) 1.37 persons per car.

(2) November 1976.

(3) 232 950 vehicles over a 24-hour
period.

(4) Data was not collected in this
specific form, although the aver-
age car occupancy rate would in-
dicate a low percentage.

ENERGY: GAS

Pipeline: East Perth-Guildford Railway Reserve

202. H-on. NEIL OLIVER, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Transport:

I refer to the answer to question 181 of
18 September 1985, As the Dongara-
Perth natural gas pipeline in the
Guildford-East Perth railway reserve
is located at distances not exceeding
2.5 metres whilst Railways of
Australia code minimum distance re-
quirements are 10 metres, will the
Ministtr give an assurance there is no
danger to the safety of railway
passengers using the Guildford-Eas;
Perth rail service?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

I am pleased to give such an assur-
ance. However, the member will ap-
preciate that I am unable to guarantee
against exceptional natural disasters
such as earthquakes.

TOURISM

Swan Valley Policy: Launching
203. B-on. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of

the House representing the Premier:
I refer to. the launch of the Swan Val-
ley policy at Baskerville on Thursday
12 September 1985.
(1) What was the cost of preparation

and printing of the policy?
(2) Was preparation and printing

undertaken outside of the
Government Printing Office?

(3) If "Yes", by whom?

(4) Why were elected parliamentary
representatives not invited, ex-
cluding the MLA for Mundaring?

(5) What was the cost of catering for-
the luncheon held at Baskerville
and from what funds will they be
appropriated?

(6) For what purpose was a concur-
rent luncheon held at Mulberry
Farm for some of the participants
at the Baskerville function?

(7) What was the cost of this alterna-
tive function and from what
source will these funds be appro-
priated?

IHon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) The total cost for preparation and

printing of the Swan Valley policy
document was $3 000.

(2) Yes.

(3) The printing was done by D & B Print
of Midland and the preparation was
done by Rowe & Co Communications
of Midland.

(4) Those who were invited had a direct
interest or specific role in the formu-
lation or implementation of the Swan
Valley policy.

(5) $4 8 51. The MRPA paid for the cater-
ing.

(6) The lunch at Mulberry Farm was held
to explain in more detail to local com-
munity leaders the various aspects of
the Swan Valley policy and the role of
the community advisory group.

(7) The cost of the luncheon was $1 497
and was paid for by the MRPA.
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HORTICULTURE: GRAPES

Seminar: Invitations

204. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader Of
the House representing the Minister for
Agriculture:

(1) On what date were invitations posted
to prospective participants for the
two-day seminar into the production,
promotion, and marketing Of Western
Australian table grapes on 25 and 26
September 1985?

(2) Which member or members of the
State Cabinet attended the seminar?

(3) Why were local members of Parlia-
ment who represent the electorate not
advised of ministerial attendance in
accordance with the Premier's written
directions?

(4) How many registrations were received
from the public?

(5) On what date did the delegated Minis-
ter accept the invitation to be present?

(6) When were personal invitations ex-
tended to local parliamentarians?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(1) 9 September 198 5.

(2) Hon. A. Tonkin, Minister for Water
Resources, and Parliamentary and
Electoral Reform, and Leader of the
House.

(3) The invitations to local members in-
cluded a programme which indicated
that the Minister for Agriculture
would open the seminar.

(4) 55.

(5) An invitation was forwarded to the
Minister for Agriculture on 15 August,
1985. For personal reasons he was not
able to attend at the last moment and
Hon. A. Tonkin officiated.

(6) The Rural and Allied Industries Coun-
cil advise that invitations were sent on
16 and 17 September 1985 to the rel-
evant electoral offices.

HEALTH: HOSPITAL
Ceraldion Regional:- Injured Persons

206. Hon. TOM McNEIL, to the Leader of
the House representing the Minister for
Health:
(1) Is the Minister aware that the

Geraldton Regional Hospital last week
turned away an injured elderly lady
and advised her to see a pnivate prac-
titioner?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) is this common practice at all

country hospitals;
(b) who is charged with the responsi-

bility of refusing a medical prac-
titioner's services at the hospital?

(3) If "No" to (1), would the Minister in-
vestigate this matter and advise on the
questions raised?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) The patient was not turned away. She

was seen and assessed by the sister in
charge of casualty. The sister then dis-
cussed the patient's condition with the
patient's own doctor who was also the
"on call" doctor for emergencies. The
doctor recommended a period of ob-
seration to ensure the patient was
stable and then for her to come to his
surgery. The hospital rang the doctor's
surgery after the period of one hour's
observation and the patient was seen
by her own doctor straight away. She
was conveyed to the doctor's surgery
by car, being driven by her daughter.

(2) (a) Where no doctor is present in the
hospital the nursing staff contact
the doctor and seek advice;

(b) only the doctor has the responsi-
bility to decide what treatment a
patient shall have.

(3) Not applicable.

AGRICULTURE: FERTILISER
Urea: Exim Corporation Sale

207. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Leader of
the House representing the Premier:

I refer to The Australian newspaper of
14 August 1985 in respect to the Exim
article, "Wheeler-Dealer".
(1) For what North African country

did Exim sell $12mn worth of urea
to South-cast Asia?
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(2) What South-east Asian countries
purchased the urea?

(3) What public benefit was derived
for the Western Australian tax-
payer from this sale?

(4) If "Yes" to (3). were there any
normal trading risks associated
with this contract?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) to (4) The article referred to

incorrectly reported the situation.
However, in respect of his queries the
member may be aware that an offer of
a full briefing on Exim's activities has
been given to the Leader of the Oppo-
sition and any of his colleagues who
are interested, subject to normal com-
mercial confidence and to the rights of
those companies with which Exim
deals being protected as part of nor-
mal commercial practice.

TAXES AND CHARGES
Entertainment Tax: Local Government

208. Hon. D. J. WORDSWORTH, to
Attorney General representing
Minister for Local Government:
(1) Are local government "three per ci

the
the

ent"
entertainment allowances taxable
under the recently introduced Federal
tax on entertainment?

(2) If so, who pays the 49 per cent of the
three per cent-
(a) the councillors out of their own

pockets;
(b) the ratepayers by way of increased

rates?
(3) Are there other ways that these new

taxes could affect local government,
such as employee housing?

(4) Does the State Government intend to
introduce amendments to the Local
Government Act to cover such
measures?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) Section 530(a) of the Local Govern-

ment Act empowers local govern-
ments to expend money from the
municipal fund for a purpose connec-
ted with the benefit or credit of the
municipality. Expenditures made may
include the payment of an entertain-
ment allowance to the mayor or presi-
dent. Since the necessary Common-

(2)
(3)

wealth legislation has not been
introduced, I am unable to say
whether such payments are dealt with.
See (1).
The Commonwealth Treasurer has
announced that residential accommo-
dation will be one of the non-cash
fringe benefits subject to tax from I
July 1986. With respect to housing
provided in those areas qualifying as
remote under the relevant Common-
wealth legislation, the taxable value
will be based on two-thirds of the mar-
ket rental value, reduced by the rent
paid to the employee.

(4) See (1).

ROAD
Shepperton Road: Widening

210. Hon. P.OG. PENDAL, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Transport:
(1) How many buildings in Shepperton

Road are located within the widening
line proposed for this road?

(2) How many of these buildings or
properties are:-
(a) private houses;
(b) commercial properties?

(3) If commercial properties are involved,
what are they?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(I) Nine.
(2) (a) Six;

(b) Three.
(3) Two retail premises, one

owned by MRD; one church.
already

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: BUILDING
SOCIETIES

Interest Rates: Borrowers' Namies
212. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Minister for

Budget Management representing the
Treasurer:
(I) Does the Government's agreement

with building societies in relation to
interest rate subsidies require the
building societies to provide the
Government with the names and
addresses of borrowers receiving as-
sistance?
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(2) If "Yes", for what purpose does the
Government require the information?

Hon. .1. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) No.
(2) See answer to (1).

ENERGY: STATE ENERGY COMMISSION
Wa gin: Staff

213. Hon. W. N. STRETCH, to the Minister
for Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Minerals and Energy:

With reference to question 170 of 18
September 1985 regarding the Wagin
State Energy Commission Depot-
(1) How soon is the reduction of SEC

staff at Wagin to begin?
(2) How many people is it planned

to-
(a) retench by-

(i) termination of employ-
ment;

(ii) transfer to other depots;
(b) not replace on retirement?

(3) In what year does the SEC expect
to have the Wagin depot staff
down to "a service crew of at least
two persons" as stated in the re-
ply to question 170?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(I ) It has already started.
(2) (a) (i) None;

(ii) one;,
(b) three known at present, in next

few years.
(3) Sometime after 1990.

HEALTH: TOBACCO
"Quit"- Campaign:- Funding

214. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for
Health:
(1) What non-Government agencies and

persons have applied for funds in re-
lation to the Government's "Quit"
smoking campaign in the last 12
months?

(2) What amount of funds did they re-
ceive and for what purpose?

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(1) -Twenty-six organisations and individ-

uals have applied for these funds in
the last 12 months.

(2)
Theatre ofrDiff'erence
National Heart Foundation
Seventh Day Adventist Church
National Health and Medical

Research Unit in
Epidemiology and Preven-
tive Medicine

Professor K W Clemens-
UWA

Non-Smokers' Movement
Australian Council on Smoking

and Health
Australian Council of Health,

Physical Education and Rec-

31 000
13000
4000

16 000

3 640
1 075

47000

reation 2 500
Action on Smoking and Health

(Australia) 10000
Australian Council on Smoking

and Health 35 000
Belmont Senior High School 694
Breathe Easy 10000
Melville Senior High School 4000
National Heart Foundation 10000
Non-Smokers' Movement 2 291
Universities Radio Limited 6

UVS-FM 1 500
Wan neroo Senior High School 5 500
WA International Youth Year

Committee 20000
Woodvale High School 750
The above orgarnisations and individ-
uals have been granted funds to carry
out a wide variety of projects consist-
ent with the objectives of the smoking
and health project.

CONTRACEPTIVES ACT
Offences

215. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:
(1) For each of the past three years how

many people have been charged with
offences under the Contraceptives
Act?

(2) What were the major groupings of
these offences and how many were
there for each group for the period
listed above?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(1) Specific statistics with respect to of-

fences against the Contraceptives Act
are not maintained by the Police De-
partment. Therefore, the incidence of
these offences, if any, is not known.
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Departmental officers are not
immediately aware of anty pros-
ecutions under the Act of recent times.

(2) Not applicable.

CRIME
Thefts: Electrical Goods

216. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Attorney
General representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services:

Can the Minister provide any stat-
istics as 10 the volume of thefts in the
following categories for any period
over the past three years-
(a) video recorders;
(b) televisions;
(c) microwaves;, and
(d) radios?

Hon. J. M. BERINSON replied:
(a) to (d) The information sought is not

readily available.

ENERGY: FUEL
Franchise Levy: Increase

21 7. Hon. N. F. MOORE, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Transport:
(I) Is it correct that Westrail is seeking to

have the State fuel franchise levy
increased?

(2) If so-
(a) what is the amount of the increase

being sought;
(b) why is an increase being sought?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) No. Westrail is seeking equity in cost

recovery levels for competing road
and rail freight services.

(2) Not applicable.

TRANSPORT: RAILWAYS
Electriication: Loss Estimates

218. Hon, N. F_ MOORE, to the Minister for
Employment and Training representing
the Minister for Transport:

I refer the Minister to his answer to
mny question 196 of 24 September
1985 and ask what were the assumed
financial toss estimates per passenger
kilometre for both diesel and electri-

fled systems which enable the Govern-
ment to estimate the total cost of the
electrification project?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

The consultant did not assume
financial loss estimates per passenger
kilometre in order to arrive at an esti-
mate of total costs of elect rification.

Total costs were found to be similar
for either the retention of diesel or for
an electrified system.

It follows that costs per passenger kilo-
metre would be similar for a diesel or
an electrified system, as stated in the
answer to question 196.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

35-hour Week- Opposition

206. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Minister
for Industrial Relations:

Will he give an absolute assurance that
as the Minister for Industrial Re-
lations he, and the State Labor
Government, will strenuously and
publicly oppose the 35-hour week
campaign now to be launched by
Norm Gallagher on behalf of the
Builders Labourers Federation?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:,

At this stage the Government would
not wish to give any support to a 35-
hour week being sought in any of the
industries involved in the member's
question. I have had no formal notice
from anyone that such a campaign is
to be launched, but I make it clear that
in our view it would be quite inappro-
priate and not in accordance with the
"accord" which, as Hon. Gordon
Masters will know, is one of the most
historic documents we have
seen-one which has enabled
Australia to climb out of the recession
caused by the Liberal Party when in
Government. It is a document which
has just been renewed for the next two
years for the benefit of the people of
Australia.
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MR NORM GALLAGHER
Employers: Threat

207. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Minister
for Industrial Relations:

I have a further question for Hon.
Peter Dowding, otherwise known as
Pinnochio-

Withdrawal of Remark
The PRESIDENT: Order! I ask the mem-

ber to withdraw that.
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: I withdraw.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Hon. G. E. MASTERS: Does the Minister

know of any companies based in and
operating in WA which may suffer as
a result of Mr Gallagher's threat on his
release from prison when he said, "I
can assure you that employers will pay
for Norm Gallagher's four months in
gaol"?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
The Government of WA has been
working in conjunction with the build-
ing industry to seek to get some
rationality back into the industry. De-
spite the best endeavours. of Hon.
Gordon Masters to sabotage those ef-
forts by his immature actions prior to
the building industry agreement talks,
we were nevertheless able to put in
place that agreement, which has
operated for nearly three months to
the great success of the building indus-
try in this State.

We will be doing everything wiihin
our power to ensure that that agree-
ment is renewed if the builders wish it

to be renewed, and to support the ac-
tions of the builders and the respon-
sible unions who have made the agree-
ment work. My information is that the
building industry agreement has been
working well. It is a most useful docu-
ment, which should continue.

MR NORM GALLAGHER

Employers: Threat

208. [Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Minister
for Industrial Relations:

If there proves to be a number of
companies in WA carrying out
Government contracts which become
victims of the violent, vicious, and ir-
responsible Gallagher, will the
Government offer some relief to them;
that is, in deadlines, site costs, and the
like?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

I note that during the period when Mr
Masters was the Minister for Indus-
trial Relations in the previous
Government, his office received a
great number of complaints about the
conduct of parties involved in the
building industry and that he was very
full of rhetoric but very short on ac-
tion. My Government has shown itself
to be the opposite in that it has been
quick to act and short on rhetoric.
That is how it will continue.

To the extent that the question is
otherwise hypothetical, it is inappro-
priate that I answer it.
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